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HE NEW

--jottings from1

Jo's
Note Book
jrn hat k and that's all. Not
enough room in this paper to
say I'm glad I'm here. Maybe
I'll be allowed some space next
week.

Proofs Of Pictures
Here May 9111
Note to parents VI ho
brought their children in
and had their pictures taken
recently At the News Office:
The photographer has sent
word that proofs will be
here for your inspection on
Wednesday, May 9th. be een the hours of 10 00
a. m and 6:00 p. m.
If you can, please come
in during these houri on this
date and select the picture
you wish published in the
paper If you like the pictures well enough to order
copies, you may, of course
de so from the *stag
rapher.
However, there is no obligation whatever to buy a
thtag.

RALPH CANTRELL
IS BURIED HERE
ON WEDNESDAY

The building committee of the
First Baptist Church in Fulton
has established a subcommittee
to investigate a series of bids on
their proposed $140,000 addition
to the church. The sealed bids
were opened at a committee
meeting Monday night, a spokesman said.
"The bids at the present were
too much above our estimates
and were thus refused," the
spokesman said.
The proposed building will increase the educational facilities
of the church, mainly the classrooms, from their present capacity of some 650 to about 1000.
Another proposal, although it is
not yet a certainty, will increase
the capacity of the church auditorium an additional 300 per,
sons over the present 650.
The work will be done over
a five-year period but plans are
not complete on the auditorium
addition.
ceremonies
Ground-breaking
will be held Sunday morning at
10:30.
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HICKMAN MEN
News To Survey TWO
Fulton Mourns For Barkley
IN HOSPITAL AS
Pros And Cons Of RESULT OF SHOOTING AsStatesman And Neighbor
Fluoridation Plan
Following last week's endorsement of a fluoridation program
for the-eity water of Fulton by
the dentists of the community,
as reported in a trent-page
story in the News, a number of
calls to the News office disclosed
a determined opposition to the
move.

Last week's story was neither
an endorsement nor a condemnation of the suggested program by the editors of the News.
However, since those who publicly endorse such a program
are qualified dentists here and
not prone to making public
statements without good cause,
the story was given prominent
page-one position.
An examination of literature
supplied us this week discloses
that it reflects the criticism of

MRS.SAM TRINCA
DIES TUESDAY IN
EL DORADO, ARK.

Funeral services for Ralph
Lamb Cantrell. 39. Navy Chief
Petty Officer from Fulton, were
held Wednesday afternoon at
2 30 at the First Methodist
Deceased Was
Church in Fulton with Rev
Henry Russell and Rev. John D.
Mother Of Former
Laida officiating Interment folLocal
Doctor
lowed in the Greenlee Cemetery.
Pallbearers were selected from
The many local fi tends of
local American Legion members. Dr Pete Trinca, will regret to
Cantrell
was
Officer
Petty
learn of the death of his mother,
killed Saturday morning near Mrs Sam Trance, in El Dorado,
}trrisonburg, La, when the Ark on Tuesday. Mrs Trines
Navy Skyraider he was flying has been ill for the past several
on a cross-country flight from months
Atlantic City, N. J to Houston,
Dr. Trinca, popular in local
Texas, (lashed A message from medical circles here for several
the Naval Department in Wash- years was director of Haws
ington to his wife. Margaret, Memorial Hospital, He and his
ss ho lives in Fulton with her family left here several years
three young children, said Can- ago to reside in Iona. Mich. Dr.
trell died of multiple ituries Trinca is now practicing mediand that detail' would fallow cine in Fayetteville, Ark.
by letter
Funeral services for
Mrs.
Ralph L Cantrell was born Trinca will be held in El Dorado
in Eastern Kentucky on June today (Thursday). The News
13 1918 the son of the late Mr. ,oins the many friends of these
and Mrs R M Cantrell He popular former Fultonians in
moved to South Fulton when he extending sympathy to them in
w a. seven and graduated from ! their sad hour of bereavement.
Fulton High School in 1936 He
enli,ted in the Navy in 1937 and
saw 17 months action in the Sunday Singing At
Swift itacIfic during World War Crutchfield Chhrih
II
The "Family Four Quartt•te"
He married the former Margaret Nell Gore and they have from radio station WHOM in
three children, Margaret Lee 10, McKenzie, Tenn., and known in
Mike 7, and Debbie 5. His foster that section as the "Little
Ivora Cantrell Chuck Wagon Gang," will be
trothei. Mrs
singing at the community singPalmer. also survives
ing in the Crutchfield Baptist
Church Sunday, May 6, at 2
OREL L. GORE DIES
o'clock. Services will be held Friday at
Everyone is invited and singWinchester for Obel L. Gore, 58, ers are asked to come and take
brother of Mrs. Ralph Cantrell part on the program.
of Fulton, who died Wednesday
morning at 11:30 in a hospital
Hendon
0.
there following a stroke
Wright, Jr., son of
Mr. Gore was the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Arcg--Gore —Mr. and Mrs. Henand w.e, born and reared here.
don 0. Wright, Sr.

BAPTIST CHURCH
STUDIES BIDS FOR
BUILDING PLANS

6 NEWSCASTS DAILY
431449t/IAN .4j.31„
.
4114

was
of Fulton
named as a principal appointment
to the United States Naval Academy
on Monday. The
appointment was
made by CongressNoble
J.
man
Gregory.
Young Wright,
20. will 'enter the
Academy in July.
For the past year
he has been a
student
at the
Unitea States Naval
Preparatory
School at Bainbridge, Md.

only one source, and in fairness
to. the community it is felt that
a qualifjed-comprehensive examination should be made of the
program
by writing certain
communities that have put the
program
into
practice, plus
seeking current views of national health organizations whose
job is to compile impartial statistics on such a program.
Therefore, the editors of the
News have this week addressed
letters of inquiry to proper
authorities in Grand Rapids,
Mich., Newburg. N. V. Evanston, Ill., Marshall, Tex. Sheboygan, Win, Lewiston. Idaho, all
of which are undergoing test
pragrams.
Letters of inquiry have also
been addressed to proper authorities at Lacrosse, Wis., North
Hampton. Mass.; St. Louis, Mo.,
and Paducah, Ky., whose communities are reported to hifve
either voted out or rejected
such programs
Letters of inquiry have also
been addressed to the U. S.
Public
Health
Service, the
American
Medical Association
and the American Dental Association, seeking their latest conclusions on the program
We believe that these replies
should be carefully studied by
the people of' Fulton before
they form definite conclusions
about accepting or rejecting
such a program. The News will
publish each letter in full
and provide any material elnclosed, for public examination.
It is obvious that any fluoridation program cannortie-begun
in Fulton without the consent
of the majority of the citizens
of the communal', irrespective
of the findings. It is the intention of the News to provide facts
which may assist in making
this .decision.

James Prather
Says He Shot Kin
In Self-Defense
Two Hitkrn.m men are in

hos.
pitals in Memphis and Millington today as a result of wounds
suffered in a shooting at the
Prather Fish Market in Hickman Tuesday night at 6 p. m.
Joe Cooper, 27, and Robert
Cooper, 19, were fired upon by
their brother-ta-law, James
Prather, 50, with a 410 pump
shotgun after an argument at
the dock. Joe Cooper was shot
through the left hip and rushed
to Kennedy Veterans Hospital
in Memphis where his condition
is reported as "not serious."
Robert Cooper, the most critically injured
with a shot
through his right side above the
hip, is described as "serious but
not critical" by doctors at the
Millington Naval Hospital. He is
a member of the U. S Navy and
was home on leave when the
incident occurred.
Prather told police that the
Coopers advanced upon turn with
knives after the argument had
started. He is being charged with
"willful, malicious shooting with
intent to kill." He was freed on
$2,000 bond Wednesday. He has
waived the action of the grand
jury which convenes on Monday,
May 7, in Hickman

by Jo Westpheling

Alben Barkley Viewed
His Life As Did
His Friends
Former. Vice-President Alben

W. Barkley looked upon his own
long life as did his many friends
and loyal supporters. In 1953
when we wrote him to send a
congratulatory message to Miss
Sarah Anne Brockman on the
occasion of her 100th birthday,
Mr. Barkley wrote the News
editor as follows:
March 28, 1953
Mrs. Jo Westpheling, Editor
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
Pardon my delay in answering
your letter concerning the 100th
birthday of Miss Sarah Anne
Brockman. I have been a little
delayed in writing to her due
to my absence from the city but
I have found pleasure in doing
so and I hope to be older than
she is.
Very sincerely,
Alben W. Barkley

Fraternity. At Fulton High he was popular on the campus and active in all phases of the sports program at the
school.
Following his graduation from the Academy after
It's True!
four-year course of study he will be commissioned an
Be sere that they who tell officer in the United States Navy. The News' joins the
you of others' faults will tell
many friends of the family in offering congratulations to
Your faults to others.
the young man on his appointment.
—Saadi

vitality might some day be stilled.
I was grived because he was our friend and our neigh,
bor. Although he did not live in this county, but only a
few short miles away, he was home-folks to us. Every
time he came to Fulton, which was often, but not often
enough, we felt that he was a member of the family coming home to talk a little'politics with us.
know what Mr. Barkley was
going to do in that particular
campaign. He was a great campaigner and the iron man of the
Democratic party. His support
of a candidate was the ultimate
in prestige for the candidate to
acquire.
At the Democratic convention
in Chicago in 1952 I was a stateat-large delegate to that meeting It was the time when this
great Kentuckian was a candidate for the Presidential nomination on the Democratic ticket.
The entire Kentucky delegaNo Mention Made
gation, except for one ambitious
power-seek isig individual, was
Of Mrs. Barkley
combing the convention halls to
gather votes for Mr. Barkley's
As Successor
candidacy. On every side we
In a telephone discussion
'heard that our candidate was
with Lt.-Gov. Harry Lee
"too old" and it made us as mad
Waterfield on Wednesday 'as all get-out. To us, Mr. Barkthe Clinton publisher told._ ley at 74, was not old. He would
the News that he did not
never be old. His wits were as
*ink the appointment ter— sharp as a razor's edge. His vifill the tosexpired term of
tality surpassed that of men
Alben Barkley would be
many years younger. His ability
made this week. He said it
to campaign and to win votes
was his assumption that it
was incomparable.
would be Emile before the
Mr. Barkley's last visit in Fulprimary on May 29.
ton was in the fall of 1954 when
preinisientiq
Waterfield,
he spoke on Lake Street in the
mentioned as a possible apinterest of his own candidacy
pointee said that he had disfor the Senate against John
cussed the matter with the
Sherman Cooper. A few of us
Governor, but that no decihad lunch with him at Smith's
sion had been reached.
(Continued on page five)

He was a member of everybody's family in Fulton His
name was a household word. In
recent political campaigns it
was always the top question to
• • • • ••••••

WATERFIELD, LEARY
Charles Fields Forms
Union City Partnership APPEAR LIKELY TO
GET BARKLEY SEAT

Charles B. Fields, well-known
attorney of South Fulton who
maintains offices in Unio City,
announced the information of a
law partnership with J. Paul
White. The firm will maintain
offices at 22.3 Second St, Union
City.
Mr. White. who resides in
Obion, Tenn. is a member of the
Tennessee Bar and a specialist
on tax matters Mr. Fields, a
One hundred and one busi- member of the Tennessee Bar,
nessmen and business women is aLso a member of the Kenrepresenting all phases of ac- tucky Bar
tivity in Fulton and South Fulton met Monday night at the
South Fulton Schwa tc discuss
ways and means of improving
the two communities.
The meeting was called by the
Chamber of Commerce to seek
the will of the group in planning
J. Ward Johnson was named
a program of work for the year. president of the Fulton Lions
RAT= "SUPERIOR"
Dr. Glynn Bushart, president Club last Friday for the coming
Miss Melinda Powell, daugh- of the Chamber of Commerce, year, succeeding Bill Stokes.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J T Powell presided, assisted by Mr and Other new officers include:
of Fulton, has won a "S
"Superior" Mrs. Jack Carter.
Dr. Eddie Crocker, first vice
rating in voice at the State
The group wholeheartedly en- president; James Warren, secmusic festival at Bowling Green. dorsed the idea of only one ond vice president; W. P. "Dub"
Miss Powell is a student /At Mrs. Chamber of Commerce, for both Burnette, third vice president:
M. W. Haws, who was her piano communities, to be known as Robert Burrow, secretary and
accompanist.
the Fulton-South Fulton Cham- treasurer; Nathan Wade, assistber of Commerce. The idea of ant secretary; Dr. Danny Baird,
a separate Chamber for each Lion; and Bobby Scates, tail
OFFICERS ELECTED
community was rejected.
twister.
To place more emphasis on
The directors named were
The Chapel Hill Methodist
Youth Fellowship elected offi- the importance of agriculture to Thad Fagan, Foad Homra, for
cers on April 15. They are as the communities, "the advance- two years, and Ernest Fall, Jr.,
f o 1 lo w : president, Kenneth ment of agricultural enterprise" and William Scott for one year,
Jones. vice president. Carlene was given equal status with and Bill Stokes, past president.
Kendall; secretary, Lou Ella civic, commercial, and industrial
Cardwell; treasurer, Sandr a improvement in Chamber planRotary Club Hears
Laird; reporter, Wilma Russell. ning for the year.
The meeting was broken down
into a dozen discussion groups, Prominent Speaker
'and the opinions and suggestions
The Fulton Rotary Club was
of all individuals were noted
and were assembled Tuesday, as privileged to hear the distina work program for the Cham- guished historian, Dr. Forrest
ber during the coming year. Dr. Pogue, at the noon luncheon
Bushart stated that the Board meeting of the club Tuesday at
of Directors would probably Smith's Rose Room.
Dr. Pogue, professor of History
meet Wednesday to make committee appointments and to get at Murray State College, summarized the contents of his new
work underway.
book entitled "The Meaning of
Yalta," which was published last
-Police Investigate
week.
As one of only five or six hisTire Cutting Crimes
torians who have been given
The third case of tire-cutting access to the official minutes of
in a month, which occurred the Yalta conference, Dr. Pogue
Monday night on Lake Street in provided a factual account of
Fulton is being investigated by this now-historical meeting of
Roosevelt and Stalin.
local police.

FoNowing
his
graduation from
tl t 0 n
High
School in 1954 he
attended Vanderblit
University
where he was a
member of Delta
Kappa
Epsilon

I heard about Alben Barkley's death on the car radio
as I drove through Central City, Kentucky on the last
lap of my trip home after a fifteen-day vacation in Washington, D. C. and other cities on the East Coast.
It was the great radio conmentator Edward R. Murrow who reported the news that I heard. Like millions
of Americans in all walks of life I was shocked and
grieved.
I was shocked because for the nearly nine years I
have known and loved this great Kentuckian the thought
never occured to me that his wit, his agility and his

BUSINESS NOM
GATHER TO1ALK
COMMUNITY PLAN

JOHNSON READS
LIONS CLUB

The death of Senator Alben
W. Barkley has brought about
great discussion in the state as
to who his successor will be.
Gov. A. B. Chandler has the
authority to appoint an interim
Senator to fill the vacancy. If
Gov. Chandler steps down from
his present position into the job
himself, present Lt. Gov. Harry
Lee Waterfield would be governor. But, both men would then
be candidates for re-election in
this November's general election. This possibility has been
ruled out by political observers,
Mentioned
prominently
at
this time as possible successors
are Waterfield, Lawrence W.
Hager, Owensboro newspaper
publisher, and Joe Leary, legal
advisor and personal friend of
the Governor.
There has also been some discussion that Congressman Noble
J. Gregory of Mayfield, who
will attend the funeral today as
representative
of
Kentucky
House members, may be in the
picture. Willie Foster, Mayfield
clothing manufacturer removed
himself as a possible appointee
on Wednesday when he said he
was not interested in the position. No mention has been made
of the possibility that perhaps
Mrs. Barkley might be named to
the interim position.

BARKLEY FUNERAL
WILL BE HELD IN
HIS HOME-TOWN
Body Will Lie In
State But Casket
Will Stay Closed
Senator Alben W. Barkley
will be burled Thursday afternoon at Mt. Kenton Cemetery
after funeral services are held
Methodist
at the Broadway
Church in Paducah at 2 p. m. (1
p. m. Fulton time) conducted by
the Rev. Williams Evans, pastor.
The body will arrive on a
special train from Washington
at 11:30 Thursday morning.
Special services were held at 11
a. m. Wednesday at Foundary
Methodist Church in the Nation's
Capital.
The body will lie in state at
the church but the casket will
not be opened either at the
church or at Mt. Kenton.
Due to the upcoming voting
on the farm bill in Washington,
only one member of Kentucky's
eight House members, Noble J.
Gregory of Mayfield, will be
able to attend the services.

Fulton High Names Honor Graduates
Janet Sue Allen is valedictorian, Martha Diane Bennett, saliitatorian. and Molly Wiley,
honors day speaker, for the 1956
Fulton High School senior clr 6S.
Miss Allen had a 2.8 average,
Miss • Bennett 2.76, and Miss
Wiley 2.5 for their four year's
work at the high school.
All three girls have received
to Fulton High Award, based on
o holastic achievement and extra curricular activities, and
were members of the Fulton
High band. They have each been
listed on the honor roll for a
total of six semesters.
Miss Allen was the top salesman in the 1954-55 Curtis Magazine sale drive and has junior
and Chapter degrees in FHA.
She is editor-in-chief of the
1956 yearbook.
Miss Bennett is vice-president
(Continued on Page 4)
•

Molly Wiley

Diane Bennett

Janet Allen

Swimming Fee At
State Parks? Bah!
To our way of thinking, one of the
meanest, lowest tricks in the current
bag at Frankfort is forthcoming out
of the apparent disregard of the future of our wonderful State Park System.
We refer specifically to two counts:
charging admission to the heretoforefree beaches, and leasing out facilities that ought to remain state-operated, at a popular-price level. The whole
Purchase district ought to rise up in
arms and demand an accounting of
its State Representatives for permitting such actions.
The lovely bathing areas of Kentucky Lake, specially prepared for
the safe swimming of children and
complete with all the splendid 'facilities that they have, have been focal
points of outdoor fun since their opening. There has been no reason for a
poor man and his famiiy to avoid these
areas because he couldn't pay a fee
for their use. They have been provided free and fixed up beautifully by a
forward-looking administration more
concerned with the gas you burn, the
meals you eat and the lodging you
might purchase on your trip than trying to pinch a quarter out of yoq after
you got there.
The Chandler dictatorship, discovering that the beaches weren't making money, has decided to try to make
them pay their way by installing turnstiles and charging admissions.
So now, instead of controlled bathing at free central points, we will
have bathing, clothes-changing and
drownings all over the place as thousands of water-seeking kids and their
families without the money take a
chance as they picnic and swim at
random spots . . . minus life-guards,
supervision or a known water depth
area.
Of course the beaches don't make
money. For comparison purposes,
neither does our County Health Department, our city park, our police or
fire department, our county roads or
our school buses.
Charging admission to a park system that was built for the people and
belongs to the people is a low blow . .
the first blow to a system that we
fervently hoped would somehow escape political knavery and continue
On its wonderful uphill ascent to extreme popularity through the whole
midwest.
But another disaster was almost
certain to come, and its announcement
last week spelled more gloom for
those who are enthusiastic about the
previous park program: the leasingout of State facilities to private operators.
We know Henry Ward for a
straight shooter, who would have no
earthly reason to lie; when Henry
said the Park system showed a profit
under his administration we believe
him.
Private operation under lease arrangement will result in disaster. Private operators want good profits for
themselves; as their prices rise their
upkeep of the premises will dwindle,
and in 8 years the State will be out of
the first-class accommodations business. Don't believe us; go ask the
folks around Dawson Springs, whose
Pennyrile Park was in privately-leased hands for many years . . . and
went to pot in the process.
Don't believe us: go lease your own
first-class business or your own wellrun farm to a private operator and see
what kind of shape it's in after four
years of operation while the operator squeezes every 'dime he can out of
profits and lets the painting, fixing-up
and planning go to pot, knowing that
at the end of that time he has to get
out.
It is a shame that West Kentucky
will idly stand by and see the Kentucky area grasped by a political machine
and bent to the wishes of the machine
rather than the will of the thousands
who seek to patronize it.
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Let's All Go To The
Scout Circus Show
When you answer a knock at your
door and you find a uniformed Scout
you will know that he is selling tickets
to the big Rotary Scout Circus to be
held in Paducah on Friday and Saturday, May 4th and 5th.
Thousands of tickets have already
been sold. "Circus Charlie" the colorful clown neckerchief slide has spurred on the sales. When a boy sells his
first twenty tickets he receives the
prized slide. Many boys have already
received the "Circus Charlie" slide
and are selling more tickets in hopes
of being a top district salesman. Top
District salesmen selling sixty tickets
will receive a free campership to
Camp Pakentuck this summer if a
Scout or Explorer, and a ten dollar
gift certificate good for a full uniform
or equipment if a Cub Scout. Many
units are offering other special prizes
for their top unit salesmen.
The tickets sale plan is designed so
that both the boy and the unit w:11
prosper. Each unit receives a special
commission on all tickets sold by their
boys. The money earned ill help the
unit buy special equipment and supplies that many have needed for years.
The tickets costing 50c can be purchased from any Cub. Scout, or Explorer. The ticket will admit one adult
or two children. Reserved seats may
be obtained by mailing or bringing
two purchased tickets to the Scout
Office. Children under 6 will admitted
free when accompanied by an adult.
ATI over 12 years of age must have
an adult ticket.
Tickets must be shown at the entrances for the booth exhibits on Friday and Saturday afternoon. The tickets will be taken as one enters the
grandstand for the big Circus Show
which will be presented both evenings.
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Why They Go Steady
By Roma Rudd Turkel, staff:writer,
Information Magazine
Barbara and Bobby, like thousands
-IC-ire teen-agers, are going
of Amer
steady. They spend a good part of
each day together. They visit freely
back and forth. They are affectionate
and openly so. We,can see then holding hands in clam, on the street, in
church.
Why do youngsters like Barbara
and Bobby go steady? Usually we are
given this answer: they need a form
of guaranteed dating. For girls it solves the problem of whether they will
be invited out; for boys it saves expense.
THE REAL REASON however why
the Barbaras and Bobbys all over
America are going steady is that family life has broken down. The breakneck competition to match the neighbor's car and scale of living, the tapering off of true religion — these
have weakened family ties. Our homes
are little more than motels.
Youngsters, like all growing things,
need a place to strike roots. They
need the fierce loyalty, the fun and
discipline, the confidences and togetherness of close-knit family life.
When this is denied, the girl or boy
looks for a substitute. He or she must
be a "steady",. with a ring, or pin,
or class sweater.
WE PARENTS must open our eyes.
Going steady is dangerous. Our
youngsters do themselves great harm
socially. Their happiness throughout
life will depend on how well they get
along with other people.
During the '!teen" years children
should be meeting many people,- developing poise, learning self-expression, formulating their own opinions.
Their growth is stunted when they
put themselves "out of circulation."
They lessen their chances of making
a wise choice of a marriage partner.
GOING STEADY — one boy with
one girl, to the exclusion of everybody
else — is an occasion of sin. It encourages' liberties not permitted under
God's law. It is an unwholesome focusing on sex, that can warp a young personality, ruin a young soul.
How can we taKe the loneliness
away from our children which makes
them want to go steady? We must
steep ourselves so in our children's
interests that they will be our interests too. We must give them our
confidence, if we wish theirs.
NEXT TIME we sweep and scrub
and put our homes in order, let's remember that apple-pie order is not
as important as Christian order:
God's authority first, from which
flows parental authority, to which
every child is subject. If we can make
our homes the steady, secure places
they were meant to be, our children
won't have to do their growing-up
outside.

1955, 8,130
In
at the dangerous curve at Riceville. They were enroute to were killed ifl U S trent ,
cidents
Newborn, Tenn. from Chicago

Mahone,*

STRICTLY BUSINESS

CHRISTIAN SCIENCIR
Man's true selfhood as the
perfect child of God—possessing
God-given dominion over sir
discord, and failure,—will be
set forth at Christian Science
services Sunday.
Reading from the King James
Version of the Bible and correlative passages from "Science
and Health with Key to the
Scriptures" by Mary Baker
Eddy will comprise the LessonSermon entitled "Adam and
Fallen Man"
From the Bible will be read
this passage from II Timothy
(3:16, 17) "All scripture is
given by inspiration of God, and
is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness: That
the man of God may be perfect,
thoroughly furnished unto all
good works."
Included in selections to be
read from Science and Health
is the following (304714): "The
perfect man—governed by God.
his perfect Principle—is sinless
and eternal."

AJAX

AUTO
INSURANCE

"Olf

?Hearing Aid Batteries

comae! want double-indemnity—.I °heal hit two can at oacer

Complete Line
For all makes of hearing aids'
visit our Hearing Aid Depart
meat at your first opportunity

CITY DRUG CO.
14111 Lake Street

Phone 7.

JOIN OUR

"TINY BOND"
SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Save While You spend At
408 LAKE STREET
Support

caeseThee

New from the Kraft Kitchen!

Senatorial aspirant, Joe Bates,
trying to drum up sympathy for
himself, is using his strongest
words to develop his weakest
argument. While Bates calls the
Clements - Wetherby orgaruzation "the most vicious ever to
run Frankfort." everybody else
in the State is calling Bates' big
daddy Chandler the most vicious
to run anything. anywhere.
Even the Milwaukee Journal,
who doesn't give a hang who is
elected, observed that Chandler
is a "Blue-Grass Huey Long,
currently borrowing Long's old
tricks and inventing a few of
his own."
Sure, Joe, all we need is you.
Then we have the last dissenter,
the remaining opponent, removed. As a Louisville paper puts
it, we can then expect our
great governor to change the
last line on his radio talks from
"May the Lord Hess you all" to
May the Lord help you all"
We are happy to see that a
semi-pro baseball team has been
organized in Fulton, and hope
that the Club goes great guns in
filling the opening created here
by the abandonment of the Kitty. We have it on good authority
that there are lots of larger
towns than Fulton who support
semi-pro baseball wonderfully
well, and .a circuit of nearby
towi might be just the thing
lton
for
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How Christian
Selene(' Heals
-THE DIVINE REMEDY
FORINFECTIOUS
DISEASE"
WM.(IVO Itte.i Sammy Is &II

hen.

Kentucky's second industrial
tour, which Included Fulton in
its trip thru West Kentucky
April 17-19, visited a total of 28
counties and over 125 potential
industrial sites.
To those few skeptics who
questioned the good of such
things, It might be interesting
to mention here pat ag- a result
of last fall's "llIrst" tour thru
Eastern Kentucky, one industry
decided to locate in the State
and two more are on the verge
of announcing locations.
Fultan had a well-organized
reception for the group when it
arrived here, and was credited
with showing the most hospitality yet encountered. One never
knows when the extended hand
of hospitality may be rewarded.
But we can hope.

Your ke
dens don't
sunset if
"light" tou
equipment
pi olonged
garden, bu
more entei
In the cool
A big ex

Support Cancer Drive

Windage

I like this httle thought, presented at a meeting of the
Chestnut Glade Home demonstration club last week
"Great minds discuss ideas;
average minds discuss events;
small minds discuss people."

II

CITY DRUG CO.

ww

Kentucky

SUO

Only drawback, as one Of the
puts it:
prospective players
is
baseball
week-end
"This
migFVy fine and all that, but
Monday morning sure finds you
aching in all joints."
Northern towns draw huge
crowds out to see semi-pro clubs
play. All the home-town players
being local boys, there is a lot
more personal interest and rivalry in a good game. .. and the
crowd eats it up.
"Funny how an actress gets
a role in a full-length movie
because she looks good in
shorts"- -Frank Cerutti.
the
uf
Sensing
Thurman
Southern States Industrial Council suggests that the major reason why people don't realize
how excessively expensive government is lies in "the fact that
they never see the taxes they
Pay-"
This is because most or all of
the federal income taxes paid
by the majority of workers are
required to be withheld by the
employer, who turns them into
the Treasury The worker never
sees the money and so doesn't
realize he didn't get his full
earnings.
Thus the device of the withholding tax may indirectly encourage government waste and
extravagance. It's certain that
people would have a very different picture of affairs if they
had to personally turn over
their full taxes to the tax collectors.
It was bound to happen.
Sooner or later either the state
or nation was going to put a
tax cut crime and that is just
what the state has done. A
$2.00 fine will be imposed on
all criminal cases in Kentucky
as ordered Saturday. House Bill
75, whicih actually took effect
Feb. 9, states that 3200 tax
Is hereby levied upon conviction in each criminal case
creating a fine where the fine
is paid into the state treasury."
The tax will be placed in a
newly established fund for paying commonwealth's attorney a
$125 a month expense account.
This is in addition to the fine.
reason
why crime
Another
doesn't pay.—Central City Messenger.
"All men aren't clock-watchers. Some are whistle-listeners."
- Dighton (Kas.) Herald.
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ALL KINDS Of BMX GARDEN SEED
Including award winners and hybrids.
PEAS: Purple hull bunch. 6-wsek croswisr.
Black eye, Dbds Li.. Lady pass and
brown and whits crowds:.

JUMBO
GLADIOLUS BULBS
6c EACH, 65c. DOI
BURPEES FLOWER
& VEGETABLE SEED
A oosuplata variety Inchiding th• airard-arhushag flowers la INS&

BABY CHICKS EACH MONDAY

FEEE

Three breeds available — sexed or straight run.
Please place your order now to insure WHAT you
want WHEN you want it!

S. Fult4

FULTON HATCHERY
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAILY—PHONE 483

WONDERFUL WEEKLY AWARDS
FOR YOUR VALUED PATRONAGE
SEE US FOR SPRING PLANTING NEEDS!
* Korean and Kobe Lespedeza; Red Top Timothy,
Orchard grass * Red, White and Ladino Clover
LIBERAL CASH DISCOUNT ON FERTILIZER .
YOU can't beat it for tobacco !

306

VERTAGREEN 6-12-18
Special for tobacco (with Sulfate of Potash)
6-12-12 VERTAGREEN FOR CORN

FROM THE FILES:

FUNK'S DROUGHT RESISTANT CORN

TUNING BACK THE CLOCK
May 8, 1531
The Baccalaureate Sermon for
South Fulton will be held Sunday, May 10. The program is as
follows: Processional, Mrs. Paul
Hord)eak. Invocation, Rev. L.
E. McCoy, Scripture, Rev. R. A
Wood; Solo, "Unto Thee 0
Lord," Sermon, Drink With Me
At the Fountain, by Rev. C. B.
Cloyd. Anthem, "Jesus Saviour
Pilot Me" — Adams — First
Methodist Church Choir. Benediction by Rev. C. H. Warren.
The May Day celebration at
Carr's Park Monday was the
best ever witnessed in this city
well
hundred
when
several
trained school children took an
active part. Several thousand

were assembled
occasion.

to enjoy

Also

the

Mr. Doyle
Underwood
of
Gleason, Tenn. and Miss Louise
Lassiter
of
McKenzie
were
quietly married in the presence
of a few friends at the home of
T. W. Stallins Saturday evening about seven o'clock. T. W.
Stallins officiating.
Quilts and Blankets special
for this month. 5 Quilts for $1.00.
25% off on all Blankets. This is
an ad that ran in the paper for
the OK Laundry.
Five people were injured in a
car wreck early Saturday morning as their car left the highway

BROADBENT, STULLS', FUNKS "G" CORN

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
. . . and time for that good HANNA'S Paint -- the

best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT
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SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING

MRS. JOE HARRIS
HOSTESS TO THE
FRIENDSHIP CLUB

-HOME FUB.NISHENG"
MAJOR TOPIC OF
DEMONSTRATION CLUB

THE LONE OAK CLUB
ROOM IS REMODELED
AT WORK DAY, MAY 2

The Fulton News Thursday May 3, 1956 Page 3

her future home. . .for she beGirl Graduates
gins to think in terms of her
The Lone Oak Club met at
The Chestnut Glade Home
by Marie Holland
The Friendship Club held Demonstration Club met with the center for the regular meet- Honored By Andrews
own decorating ideas and of
in the Mrs. Orvin Morrison Thursday ing April 25, with eight memhow she will express her permeeting
its
April
gradugirl
School
High
tor
Each
Home Demonstra
Kentucky Utilities
sonality and distinctive taste for
home of Mrs. Joe Harris for the April meeting The house bers and Miss Odom present.
by
honored
be
will
1956
her surrounding:
was called to ate of
who will beauty in
with Mrs. Milburn Harris was called to order by the pres- The meeting
Mrs. Andrews Jewelry Co.
president,
the
by
order
sil()v
pi
ides
lighting
outdoor
sterling
a
Your lovingly planted gar- that
co-hostess.
ident reading the thought for Bethel. Song, "When It's Spring- present her With
NEW SOYBEAN HIGH
against accidents, and
dens don't have to black out at both
the day, "Great Minds Discuss time in the Rockies," was led by ver teaspoon in the pattern of
Guy
Mrs.
president,
The
in
sunset if you give them the prowlers. Here are five tips
choice.
her
Minds
discuss
Average
ideas;
Farmers' intentions as of
Miss Odom. Devotional by Winover -the
'light" touch. Outdoor lighting carrying out a lighting plan for Harris, presided.
events; and Small minds Dis- nie Cunningham. Club Creed
Since each graduate has as March 1 indicate a new high in
"Count
song,
equipment gives you not only a garden, either large or small. meeting. The
cuss People." Song used "When
definite tastes about her silver
read in unison.
plantings, reports the
olonged enjoyment of the ' I. Avoid "whitewashing" the your Blessings," led by Miss It's Spring Time in the Rockies." was
pattern as she has about her day soybean
by
of Agriculture.
Roll call was answered
Department
S.
U.
garden, but allows you to do entire garden in imitation of Evelyn Long, was sung by
jeweler
the
and evening gowns,
Mrs. Z. I. Brundige conducted
more entertaining and cooking daylight. The result is likely to the group. The devotional devotional and prayer. Roll call giving a household hint for is inviting her to his store to Meanwhile the market for U. S.
spring cleaning. Minutes of the
oilseeds and fats arid oils is
in the cool of the outdoors.
be flat and monotonous. The was conducted
by Mrs. was answered by giving a house- last meeting were read and the make her free selection.
strong due to a record world
A big extra, too, is the safety fascination of a lighted garden
rich,
the
spring
prefer
cleaning.
for
hint
girls
"Some
Parrish. Minutes of hold
treasurer's report was given.
demand.
lies in contrast of light and Thad
such
patterns
in
was
read
unison.
sculptured
read Club Creed
Old and new business was dis- deep
shadows, in ,highlights and_ sil- the last meeting were
beauwas
Sterling's
by
given
report
Treasurer's
as International
and approved. The club Mrs. Myrtle Temple. The cheer cussed. The date for another tiful new Silver Iris while others I Accurate
houette effects.
2 Scatter the lighting units. voted to send $5.00 to the leader's report was given by work day at the center was set like the simplicity and flowing
WORKMANSHIP
Place them so they illuminate a to Cancer Fund. It was Mrs. Ann Rhodes. Mrs. Jimmie for May 2, to paint and paper lines of Silver Rhythm," the
ITS HERE
flower bed, a well-shaped tree, decided by the club to sell Westbrooks had charge of rec- the entrance hall and hem the local jeweler pointed out. "The
At Low Cost
drapes in the club room. This
The Sensational New Invention a path, a pool, a rock garden.
graduate finds the art of
reation and a cracker eating
be in observance of Na- girl decoration one of her fa- Watches, Clocks and Time
Sutherland's "MD" Truss
3. Conceal the light sources. get-well cards.
contest which was enjoyed by will
table
No Belts — No Straps —
In observance of National the group. After a brief busi- tional Home Demonstration vorite homemaking projects and Pieces of All Kinds AccuRespect your neighbor's right to
it Low Coat
_No Odors
_privacy and /place light_bulbs Home Demonstration Week ness session the Vice-president Week.
usually plinlei her whole table rately Repaired
Nine of our members were setting scheme around her choice by—
Approved .by Doctors — The and fixtures so that light Is ion- the club made plans to visit presented the following Home
check their charts that of flatware," he continued.
fined to your own premises. In
World's Most Comfortable
County Farm on Furnishings; Mrs. Cleatus Reams able to
ANDREWS
your own, garden, the prim rule the Obion
Truss
on the recent up- they had read the required ficreported
who
Frequently the . choice of a
deOdom's
for
book
non-fiction
and
tion
should be: keep the light sources April 29. Miss
to
Jewelry Company
meeting at UTMB.
holstery
silver pattern is the prelude
CITY DRUG CO.
out of viewer's eves. Hide bulbs monstration was on cloth- Gardening, Mrs. J. T. Simpson. the year this early date, but a girl's starting a hope chest for
Ful60111 in shrubbery. Or use a shielding ing—proper things to wear Health and Nutrition by Mrs. much interesting reading is still
408 Lake St.
reflector.
at the proper times, also Paul Reams. Mrs. Jim Burke in progress.
4. Use white light on flowers. how to
make attractive and Mrs. Vascoe Simpson hav- With the vice-president presparColored light may be used
old car seats. ing- just arrived from the craft siding the following project
from
chairs
ingly on white statuary, walls
Lake Street nit
project meeting at UTMB, demonstrated leaders gave reports: Home
Across From The
following
The
and trellises, and is most effecbags made from straw Furnishings, Joyce Brown; Garhand
All Favorite Brands
reported: Home braid material. Miss Odom dening, Evie Cashon; Health and
tive in polls and fountains. Blue leaders
Coca-Cola Plant
lights are disappointing for they Furnishings by Miss Evelyn brought a lesson on clothing Nutrition,
Puckett;
Annalyn
are likely to create an eerie and Long, Gardening by Mrs. showing many fashions and also Miss Odom gave a demonstraunhealthy look in the night.
Cook, Health and Nu- upholstery demonstrating a tion on Clothing and making a
5 A little 'light goes a long Mary
from an old car chair from an old car seat.
by Mrs. Rufus Kim- chair made or
trition
d
light-colore
on
directly
if
way,
rocker.
seat, straight
Joyce Brown was in charge
gravel
and
berlin.
Big ears .. Well finished..
concrete
walls, and
served ice cream of the recreation period.
The
hostess
reflecas
Sound corn . . High yield .ipatch They all serve
Mrs. Fredonia Moss join- topped with strawberries and
tors of light.
.. Top shelling percentage.
ed the club. The hostesses, cookies to members and visitors
served chocolate sundae to who were, Mrs. Ulus Harris,
SERVICES CHANGED
Mrs. J. T Brundige, Mrs. Lucy
Due to the Baccalaureate Ser- 12 members and two visiGibbs and Mrs. Judy Hazelwood.
mon for the South Fulton High tors. Mrs. Robbie Dunn and
The club welcomed Miss Flora
School the Sunday evening Mrs. Fredonia Moss. The Oliver back, who had spent the
Choose Punk's Cy-Hybrid-deChurch of
Central
the
at
service
club adjourned to meet winter months in California.
veloped by sheerly 35 years of
Christ will be at 6.30 p. m. on
research by America's leading
May 16 with Mrs. Clarence Mrs. Harvey Vaughn. a member,
May 6 only.
mem breeding mat. Bred-in 5Brundige and Mrs Harold was absent due to illnes.
meeting
Peoples'
The Young
Sear Qualities for Balanced
Rowland,.
will be at 6 p m.
Performance and top payed.
PIFRCE-HARRIS
HAS MONTHLY MEETING
WEEVILS INCASE
REG. $1.00, 1HOMEMAKERS
CAYCE
SHADOW - PANEL
IN THE DEDMON HOME
Add to the perils of an elec- WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
Boll weevils are
tion year
AT REGULAR MEETING
The Pierce-Harris Club met
showing an increase in South
April 25, in the
Carolina. Louisiana, North CarThe fact that homemaking is Wednesday, and Mrs Lit Dedof Mr.
home
First quality!
in
done
often
very
olina and Georgia.
business
Sanforized white cotton with luxuria
with nineteen members and
ed trim. Smooth
an unbusiness-like way was mon
embroider
eyelet
ous
visitors. The president
ably brought out in a skit pre- eight
75c
fitting 4-gore style. Double panel in
the meeting with the
sented by the project leaders, opened
44.
to
Creed.
Club
the
32
reading
group
Sizes
front.
Corners fit snugly over-standard-size
Miss Alice Sowell and Mrs. W.
Make
Miss Marene Allen led the
ONLY
B. Sowell, when the Cayce
mattresses, baby can't pull it
FOR
crib
$1.99
REG.
Homemakers met in the home group in singing "Wonderful
Fine quality muslin in white
loose.
One
on
Words of Life," and "Home
155
of Mrs. J. W. McGaugh.
only.
Range." Mrs. Floyd Ded
The leaders presented a dis- the
Call
IIEMP
icad the scripture from
play of useful desk accessories mon
the sixth chapter, then
Do
that could be made by the Matthew Prayer was repeated
LADIES' 2.99 WHITE
Lords
Girls' 39c Quality Crinkle
homemakers Also a fireproof the
and
the
roll
called
Griffin
Ruby
It
box for filing important papers,
read the minutes of the last
if you do not have a safety demeeting as the secretary was
All - - posit box in which to keep
absent. Cora Livingston discus200 pr.
was shown.
them,
prs. UC
Send
sed the dress contest. Sonic of
A questionnaire on "How Well the project leaders gave some
Soft springy, cushioned innersole
is your Household business or- interestirig reports.
Your
ganized'!" was filled out by the
White, Pink, Blue or Maize
Dainty little style of softest leather.
Miss
lunch
a
After
delicious
Laundry
14 members and 9 visitors preIn
white only. Adjust buckles to pershowed a film
Latimer
Dorothy
12!
SMES 2 to
sent.
on Cancer, The Club adjourned
width for you. Sizes 4 to 10.
fect
and
little
Sturdy,
4the
discussed
pair!
McLeod
Mrs.
each
Save 17c on
ORM TOW MOWS 111-11T11110
to meet in May with Mr. and
for
Korea
Friendship
Club
H
snug-fitting, briefs, elastic at legs
MID NOW
Mrs. Joe Faulkner.
Cleaning
project and a list of the needs
and waist, double crotch. Bias cut
Boys' 1.49 Woven-gingham
to
given
for these people was
to
better fit. Sorry, limit of 4 pairs
for
the club so that each person CRUTCHFIELD HOMEMAKERS
could contribute anything they TO DONATE SEWING NEEDS
to a customer.
PARISIAN
had that was needed. A dona- TO THE PEOPLE OF KOREA
tion of $10 was given to help buy
Phone
100
The Crutchfield Homemakers
Jr. Boys' Reg. 79c
a beef calf for the project.
FEED & SEED CO.
met at the Lodgeston ComClub
cultivaon
*tea
Landscape
Street
College
14
tion and feeding on the lawn, munity House, April 24, with 15
Terrific values for only $1.001 Each
Ph. 620
S. Fulton
perennials, and bulbs, also care members and one visitor, Mrs.
good-looking, well-made shirt is perand pruning of early-blooming William Meridith, present.
for
100
fect
quality—tailored with two butvisJohnWilliamson
Mrs.
Reginald
Mrs.
shrubs was given hy
ton-through
pockets, double shoulder
inan
ited the club and made
ny Wilson.
yoke in—black, strong closely stitchThe club will serve supper to teresting talk on the needs of
* All kinds of smart, colorful stripes!
the Business and Professional Korea and asked the club's coed seams. Handsome woven plaids
* Fine combed cotton knit will not
GET OUR COMPLETE
Women's Club from Union City operation in sending such artiwash perfectly colors stay bright.
!
shrink
at Mt. Zion Church dining room cles as sewing boxes, lanterns,
TV TUNEUP
Sizes 6 to 16.
* Neck and shoulders reinforced to
on Tuesday May 15th.
sewing machines, material and
prevent stretching !
group other things that the members
the
recreation
For
When you start seeing
are completely washfast !
played "Electricity" and held a might have to' donate to this
Colors
*
BOYS'REG. 39c
TV
your
on
—
double
Chinese Spelling Match. Singing cause. Money and livestock are
to 8 I
3
Sizes
*
it's
screen, of course —
Williamson
"Sarasponda" and "Jacobs Lad- also needed. Mrs.
time for our complete
der was enjoyed by all.
said "that by helping Korea we
put
us
Mrs. Helen Etugg was welz are also fighting communism."
TV tuneup. Let
Semi-Annual Sale on.Iramous
corned as a new member and
your set in top working
The members agreed to bring
and
Montgomery
Fannie.
Mrs.
tous
the
to
Phone
Korea
for
ctmdition.
their donations
Mrs. C. E. Roberts were visitors. May meeting.
Front is a colorful printed crinkle
day.
back is cotton knit. Fit uncotton,
After a delicious meal served
Twill Work
MILK PRICES STEADY
by the hostesses, Mrs. Rayforcl
usually well, hold their shape. Sizes
Douglas,
Prices to farmers for milk Duke and Mrs. Eugene
2 to 8.
Taylor
butterfat changed little Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. which
and
recreation
last year and will not change conducted the
enjoy.
PHONE 307
FULTON
LUXURY
much in the coming year, bar- members always
306 MAIN STREET
Mrs. Rayford Duke presided
ring widespread drought, ac,
111111111111•11111
cording to the Agricultural Mar- over the meeting. Mrs. Jack TarDon't miss this unusual opportunity
keting Service of the U. S. De- ver gave the Landscape notes.
save! Only twice a year do we
to
Busi'"The
The major lesson
partment of Agriculture. With
ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL!
have a sale on these fine work pants!
larger scales from a record level ness Center," was given by the
and
REG 9. 98!
of milk production, cash receipts leaders, Mrs. Clyde Corum
increased slightly in 1955 and Mrs. Herschel Brown.
788
The next meeting will be
probably will show another
BIG, THICK
such small increase in 1958.
half-day meeting in May.
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LAKE STREET LIQUOR STORE

Best- h- r
rtrvit

PLENTY FREE

PINITtheBest

StartsiThursdciy! Black & White's 29th

PARKIN!

ANNIVERSARY SALE
COTTON SLIPS

(RIB SHEETS

COTTON PANTIES
4

SANDALS

I

QUAIllYaireptits

SHIRTS

REED BROS

r

run.
you

: 483

EDS!
iothy,
:lover
ER .

POLO SHIRTS
2

BIG WHEEL

ROPER TELEVISION

COTTON BRIEFS
75c

PANTS
266

HEIRLOOM SPREADS

ti)

DRN
:ORN

BATH TOWELS
Reg. 79c each !
for 100

the
mint;

2

your
choice of reversible jacquard designs or smart stripes. All first quality
6 for $1
Matching Wash Cloths
Luxurious, large-size towels in

REG.28. ETHYL 30.9

PIPELINE
No. 1 Lake St.
Phone 9188
WE NEVER CLOSE
24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE —

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstration of the new 1966 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
Office, 115 Carr

Reversible ! Deep Fringe ! Washable
Snowy White! Antique White I
Save more than $2 on these magnificent spreads! A charming reproduction of a costly Early American
design. Heavy cotton yarns are finest
quality, have a hand-loomed look.

Completely washable. pre-shrunk,
need no ironing. Double or twin-bed
sizes.

BLACK & WHITE STORE
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE

I*

'Diary of Doin's
—Around Fulton—
The News writes social happenings about you and
your friend* (Listen To Airwave Diary: Thursday,
9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)
The best spring tonic a person can have is a trip. Not
just a trip where the most important thing to do is to
take along a camera and make pictures of all the interesting places you visit—but a trip when you stop along the way in towns that you remember are the homes
of old friends—and look them up in the town directory
and call them to prepare them, more or less, to dust off
the furniture and put on a fresh blouse and skirt and be
at the door when you arrive.
This, in our way of thinking ago and made our first stop in
-is a GOOD way to take a trip! Lexington, Ky. Our first thought
And this we did. We left Fulton was to call two of our favorite
on Sunday morning two weeks Fulton girls, Kay Cherry and
Mary Davis Weaks, who are in
school there at the university.
The five of us, Jo, Don, the
girls and your Diarist spent a
f,eading Branas fl ropotar. Reil wonderful evening together at
(loos, Hillbilly. Rhythm. - Mimi dinner in the lovely dining room
of the Campbell House. All conCITY ELECTRIC
versation (of course) was about
Phone $01
205 Comin!MAI
Fulton people and before we
left - everybody had strictly
"caught up" on all the Fulton
comings and goings.

LATEST RECORDS

MOVIES
FULTON-MARTIN
HITVAY, 45 E.
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
TALL MEN
Jane Russell
Clark Gable
STEEL LADY
Tab Hunter
Rod Cameron
SATURDAY ONLY
SAN ANTONE
Arlene Whelen
Rod Cameron
WOMAN OF NORTH COUNTRY
Ruth Hussey
Rod Cameron
SUNDAY-MONDAY
LIEDTENANT WORE SKIRTS
Sheree North
Tom Ewell
SABRE JETS
Robert Stack
Kathlene Gray
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
SUMMERTIME
With
Katherine Ilepburn
RIDERS TO THE STARS
Adventure with Space Rockets

we had to be on our way early
Monday morning for our destination which was Bainbridge.
Maryland where we would leave
Don at the Naval Academy Preparatory School, then Jo and
I would shove on to the Capitol
of our Nation-Washington, D. C.
As we drove out of Lexington
I wondered if anywhere in the
world the countryside could be
so picturesque as the rolling
meadows of bluegrass separated
with the old limestone boundary
lines and the glistening white
fences. But, then, I decided as
our car sped by-maybe I'm just
prejudiced-because this is the
state we all love MOST.
But before long, w e had
crossed the Ohio River and my
thoughts turned to a very dear
friend of mine (and yours) who
spent all of her life in Fulton
until a dashing young fellow
from that state came down to
Reelfoot Lake on a duck hunt
-met this lady fair, fell in love
and took her away to Ohio
where she has lived, raised
three lovely daughters-and is
now a GRANDMOTHER. She is
none other than Elizabeth Ethridge Given, wife of Bishop
Given of Circleville, Ohio.

And, of course, she was delighted. They gave us directions to
their home which is about five
miles outside of the city, and
before long we saw the lovely
cedar shakes and -brick home of
the Given's. It sets back from
the road in a grove of beautiful
trees and as I looked at it, I
thought "this looks just like
Elizabeth." We, visited with the
Givens long enough to tell about
everyone "back home" and we
saw pictures of their twin girls,
Lisa and Linda who are both
students at the University of
Ohio. Then we saw her two darling grandbabies and their attractive mother, Lannie. They
live in Columbus, Ohio, which
isn't too far away
We could have talked for
hours but we still had many
miles to go. As we walked out
onto the lawn I noticed the bluegrass lawn and when I asked
about it, Elizabeth said. "Yes,"
I had to bring some of Kentucky
with me" As we said goodby I
saw the tears come into Elizabeth's eyes as she said, "DO come
back-it's just like being home
again."

Soon veg were on our. way
again across Ohio into West
Virginia, Pennsylvania and to
Bainbridge where we left DonWe stopped a few miles out- then we turned south again for
side of Circleville and I made Washington.
the phone call. You may well
But, as our time was limited, imagine
Elizabeth's surprise.
To tell all of the interesting
things we. did in Washington
would be an impossibility. But
2 miles North of Fathom' out
we want to mention some of the
people there who made our visit
US 51 at Hickman "Y"
such a delightful one. Oar visit
with Bill and .Minetta Newton
Frip
over in Congress Heights was
livan
Ad
TESEay
tuErsday
one we will never forget. Bill
is actually a "ditIplaced" Fultonian as his parents were both
Leo Gorcey
and the Bowery Boys
reared here. His mother was the
late Lera Green Newton, a halfPLUS
sister Of Mrs. Mace McDade and
also Eron Hill's aunt. We also
visited Richard and Lorraine
Wayne Morris
Virginia Grey
Newton (Bill's brother) _over in
Falls Church, Va. They are all
Sunday Only
the kind of people who love
ccmpany and do everything possible to make their guests welcome.
Alan Ladd
June Allison in color; cinernascope

FIGHTING LAWMAN

THE McCONNELL STORY
Wednesday and Thursday

THE LOOTERS
Starring

Rory Calhoun

113.F.Goodrich Tubeless
-because you're only
as safe as your tires!

'How happy we were to see
our good friends, Gladys and
Henry Ward who now call
Washington their home. We had
a delightful evening with them
Also included in their party was
another former
Kealtuckian.
Mary Frances Breckenridge who
was such a charming person. W,
really felt that we were "back
home" again when we were
with Gladys and Henry. We
count them as two of our verN
dearest friends.
- We were guests of Senator
Eat le Clements in the historical
Senate dining room where we
saw such leaders of our country
as John Kennedy, Clinton Anderson, Whayne Morse, Hugh
Potter and many others and we
felt that it was such a privilege
to dine there.
Jo's good friend, and former
employer, Dan Markel, had us
to lunch at the National Press
Club which was a treat we will
never forget. Dan's lovely lady
is Hazel Markel of radio and
TV fame and Dan told us that
Hazel was in Monaco with
Four to 8 p. m. are the most
dangerous hours of the day to
drive

131125Ell
BFG LIFE-SAVER TUBELESS
give patented protection against bruiseblowouts, punctures and skids. They seal
punctures permanently. Offer you the extra
protection of
nylon.

00

AS LOW AS

Let

DOWN

CHECKYOURTIRES
TODAY!
CHECK ACCIDENTS

Once you enter your car, your only link
with the road is your tires If they fail, other
safety features can't help much. You're only
ar safe as your tires. That's why you should
switch to BFG LIFE-SAVER Tubeless.
Specially engineered for today's more powerful cars, LIFE-SAVERS are the wily Tubeless backed by 8 years of use and proof!

PHONE 12

MARK STEVENS

-TIMETABLE"

At the Club we met May
Craig who is Dean of Washington newspaper wohien. I should
like to describe her to you as
you see her many times on
"Meet the Press" TV show. I
think, perhaps, she is as much
like. Helen Hayes as anyone I
have ever seen, small, soft
spokera-and yet---such a dynamic person. Also in the group
with May Craig was Christine
Sadler who is the Washington
correspondent for McCalls Magazine. As we sat there, I thought
"These people are the historians
of Washington and how humble
I feel to be here. among them "

Fu It
Phone

Attorneys
Announce the formation
of

a

partnership

with offices at

Union City, Tennessee

STARTS FRIDAY
5 - CREAT DAYS - 5

Friday Thra•Tutsday

DUAED ON
LOCATIONINSIDE A
WOMAN'S
SOUL!
M.G-A4's

ILL
Cillt
TOMORROW
SI= HAYWARD

•

ORPHEUM
FRIDAY — SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE
PONY EXPRESS" RICHARD
TECHNICOLOR
• IN

• WITH •
CHARLTON HESTON 'WRECKING CREW'
PLUS: COLOR CARTOON — — SERIAL

"31

STARTS SUNDAY
FOR FIVE BIG DAYS

kW NH • NIMBI
1.1111111113.1•10111
klieg
Feature Starting Times
(Please Arrive Earlier)
Fri. - Mon. - Tues.
2:15 - 7:00 & 9:15
—SATURDAY ONLY1:30-4:45-7:00 & 9:15
— SUNDAY —
2:05-4:30-7:00 & 9:15

ARLEN

'Ma

18IIflh?MU

ADM. - 50c & 20c

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE
PROGRAM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
LASH LA RUE

"SON OF BILLY
THE KID"

The
Motion
Picture
That
May
Very
Well
Be
THE
VERY
GREATEST!

Lake

01
Hots
(10-

(min,0,

H oil
Was

MARISA PAVAN
LEE J. H
ANN HARDING
KEENAN WYNN
GENE LOCKHART

Gas
Was

2.
hr

I'LL CRY

II
II

TOMORROW
The frank,
revealing story
Roth's
of Lillian
Best-seller
life!
now a film
ensation!
s

Charlie Suites Store

OP]
SIX]
SOU'

- Union, tit',

Live It up! Fall In love!

SAFETY
REFLECTOR

for 3

J. Paul White and Charles B.Fields

WA1.Drie
Theatre

The F

223 Second Street

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY

7,„111, 1,,i111,\\\\\
FREE

216 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

District Congressman from Con- told us of his lovely little I I year-old daughter whom he
necticut.
named Clare, after his woody!
NI friend, Mrs. Luce.
We had met Mr Moran° so- (To be oestinaed zest week)
cially, previous to seeing him in
the gallery, at a reception held • FULTON HIGH
at the Statler in connection with
(Cosmosea trees rase use,
the Annual Meeting of the
American Society of Newspaper of the class, ,a band ma)orott,,,
Editors. He told us much about and assistant editor of the year
the new book 'Ambassador book in addition to her othor
Extraordinary," a -true story of accomplishments.
Miss Wiley was Girls' St,ite
Clare Boothe Luce's life, written by Alden Hatch whom we delegate, a member of thi. n I !
remember as the author of such class play cast, and has Iwon
well-known books as "Wood- been very active in FHA, ( bur, h
row Wilson." Franklin D Roose- and club work.
velt." "General Ike" and "Red
All three girls are members of
Carpet for Mamie." Mr. Moran° the National Honor Society
--

•

THE BEST KNOWN STORY OF OUR TIMES ! !

SAFE DRIVER
\ LEAGUE
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We were so happy to be with
our good friend, Congressman
Noble Gregory. We were greeted
in his office by his lovely daughter "Shug" (affectionately .called
by all who know her) and Mrs.
Lewis, his secretary whom we
!tore so %•ery much. Mr. Gregory
took us over into the gallery
where we saw such people : as
Congressman Jimmie Roosevelt,
Congresswoman Edith
Norse
Rogers, Congressman
Albert
Moreno, who has played such an
important nart in the political
life of Clare Boothe Luce and
who succeeded Mrs. Luce as 4th

PLUS: Rattled Rooster (Cartoon) & Comedy !

JOIN THE SAFE DRIVER LEAGUE

315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

Prince and Princess Ranier, a
member of the private wedding
party as she is a close friend of
Grace and Mrs. Kelly. Hazel
and Jo worked together in
Washington and Dan expressed
his regrets at her not being able
to be with us that day and we
surely hated to miss her Dan
told us as much as he could
about her fabulous assignment
in Monaco and the Cannel,
France Festival which she will
also cover

S. ales, In

ARYL F ZANUCK
CINEMASC
COLOR by DR LUXUS

IS.,,•• Is Ss know
asd Ilworl•d

NUNNAllY JOHNSON

• ••• ••
, no O• •••••
•

SUSAN • RICHARD CONTE • EDDIE ALBERT • 10 VAN FLEET
HAYWARD • DON TAYLOR • RAY DANTON •
EXTRA: LATEST NEWS EVENTS !
PECOS PEST (COLOR CARTOON) & THOSE
EXCITING DAYS (VARIETY)

May
Was
Chrc
Was
Oak
Was
Red
Was
Seve
Suit4

It

OPEN
SUNDAY
1:15 PM.
WEEK DAYS
7 P. M.

Chm
41111■1111

y 3, 1954;

ly little Ii
whom
his wondei

text week)

'Xge Owe
majorett,,,
of the yea!
) her other

Girls' State
if the senior
I has been
PHA, church
members of
Society.

II

Helps You Overcome

for your convenience,
we are now

FALSE TEETH

OPEN 6 AM-6PM
SIX DAYS A WEEK
SOUTHERN STATES

Looseness and Worry

Fulton Co-Operative

Central

Phone 399

Ave.

No longer be annoyed or feel L, stews, because of loose, wobbly /Klee
teeth PAEITTXTH,an tier roved *Ikeline ) non -.Cu) puwder, sprinkled on
yuur Waite. holds them firmer su they
feel more comfortable Avoid emberressment caused by loom plates Oirt
roe-I-arra today at any ttrue counter.

METAL WASTEBASKET
-SPECIALS40-QUART SIZE

89'

Regularly $1.49; solid colors

69`

Regularly $1.19; decorated
39C

12--OUART SIZE
Regularly 59c; decorated

Stock up now at these low price;
We are now taking orders for

GLADIOLUS FOR MOTHERS' DAY
Remember Mother on May 13th

BALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STORE

'Ad \ ertised on TV
and leading magazines !

THIS YEAR--STEP l'P TO A

LAWN BOY
ROTARY MOWER
"Most Versatile Power Mower inAmerica"
• Convenient recoil start er
• Excluske level cut
• Self-cleaning discharge
"Made

by the

Chute

makers of Johnson and

Evinrude

motors"

21-0101 $99.95

18-INCH $89.95

-Let us show you the difference"

Western Auto Associate Store
Home-Owned and Operated by Thad Fagan
Lake Street
Fulton

SPECIALS
ON USED FURNITURE
Hotpoint Refrigerator
(10-FT. Size Was $159.50
Hotpiont Electric Stove
rtx

PAVAN
3068

Was $59.50
Gas Range
Was $89.50
Maytag Wasl,er
Was $59.50

WYNN
OCKHARI

Chrome breakfast room set
Was $69.50
Oak Kitchen Cabinet
Was $24.50

lo6i)N

EN
DAY
PM.
DAYS
M.
iswoms.

Red plastic studio couch
Was $110.00
Several used Living Room
Suites priced up from

125.00
39.50
69.00
39.50
49.50
17.50
79.50
9.95

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
Church Street

* BARKLEY

.

(Continued trona Page I)

MR. FARMER:

26-QUART SIZE

(LEN

rP
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Fulton

Phone 35

the tributes of honor Albert
Barkley attained by his world
prominence as a great and beloved Statesman. All of the people in the U`nited States appreciate these tokens of esteem
and respect.
But here in Fulton County
and in the other counties closely
surrounding the home-place of
Alba-n Barkley in Paducah we
feel s.nnething else. We feel
sort of like we ought to make a
casserole, or bake a pie or cook
a ham and take it into the Bark-

Cafe right before he spoke at
one o'clock on the band-stand.
His lovely wife, the former Mrs_
Carlton Hadley of St Louis sat
at the table with me and I asked
her how Mr. Barkley was taking
the terrific campaign tour. She
said "He's as fresh today as he
was when the campaign started
and the rest of us are nooped."
His appearance here was on the
last day before the election in
1954.
Alben Barkley's place in history is secure, make no mistake
about that. Similarly the affection and esteem we felt for him
in life is perpetuated in the
memory of a great man who
walked with Kings but never
lost the common touch or the
gratitude he felt for his friends
and neighbors in the First District of Kentucky who gave him
a start on his road to world
fame.
He was a great story-teller
and got a terrific enjoyment out
of telling stories on himself. The
stories he told on himself were
true, but he took a dim view of
the stories told on him that were
not true.
One time a subscriber of the
News told us that when Mr.
Barkley graduated from old
Marvin College in Clinton Mr.
Barkley didn't have a suit to
wear to the graduation exercises. The subscriber told us
that Mr. Barkley borrowed a
suit to wear for the occasion.
We wrote a little story about
that incident in the News and
sent it to Mr. Barkley and we
got a letter from him telling
us that he remembered the
graduation and what is more he
bought his own suit.
He was a self-made man and
of that there can be no question.
He rose from an obscure county
official in McCracken County
-to the second highest office of
honor in the United States. But
for the grace of a few too many
birthdays before 1952, the accumulation of which he never felt
himself and proved it, this beloved neighbor of ours might
have been the President of the
United States. I have no doubt
in my mind, that in spite of the
glamour and the popularity of
General Eisenhower, Alben
Barkley could have whipped the
socks off of the military hero.
And I am equally certain that
if Alben would have been elected President he would have
come back to Fulton every general election eve as he had for
more than 40 years.
He would have come here
under greater fanfare that's for
sure. . . secret service men, security regulations, military escorts, etc But you know as I do,
that if Warren Graham would
have shaken his hand, Alben
Barkley would have recollected
the friendship that he and Warren's father shared Or if Tom
Howell would have been able to
get anywhere near Mr Barkley,
the beloved Kentuckian would
have said "Tom, you act like
you're getting old.". And the
famous Barkley laugh would
have boomed out in the audience
Tom Howell and Mr.
Barkley were born about the
same time
Writers greater than 'I will
eulogize this great American in
words that I can scarcely spell
or translate. Potentates and I
Kings will send messages of sympathy to Mrs. Barkley on the
loss this generation feels in the
death of the former Vice-president. A guard of honor, a Senatorial and Congressional escort
will attend the funeral.
It is as it should be. Those of

RUPTURE
Expert Coming to Mkyfleid
and Union City Rain
Weill-known expert, Of Inwill
personally
dishispolis
demonstrate his method without charge at the Hall Hotel,
Mayfield, Wednesday, May
9th from 11 a. m. to 6 p. m.
and at the Davy Crockett
Hotel, Union City, Thursday,
May 10th from 11 a. m. to
6 p. m.
Mr. Howe says the Howe
method contracts the openings
ke, remarkably short time on
the average case, regardless
of the size or location of the
rupture- and no matter how
much you lift or strain and
puts you back to work the
same day as efficient as before you were ruptured. The Howe Rupture Shield
has no leg strap; waterproof,
practically
indesanitary,
structible and can be worn
while bathing. Each shield is
skillfully molded and fitted
to the parts under heat which
gives a perfect fit and satisfaction.
Large and difficult ruptures
following operations especially solicited.
Do not overlook this opportunity if you want gratifying
results. Mailing address:
H 0 W E RUPTURE EST.,
Washington at Lincoln, Oakland City, Ind.

and loyal Democrat
In his heart he was a farm
boy from Paducah. Ky., who
represented the home-folks from
Kentucky and in that service he
thought it a pretty good idea to
let the world know that Kentucky has something more than
thoroughbred
and
blue-grass
horses.
Indeed, it ilso claimed the
fame of having one Alben W.
Barkley, former Congressman,
tormer Senator, former vicepresident and at his death, which

we all mourn, Senator again!
He died, as he lived, with deep
religious convictions. His life
ended in a fitting and yet dramatic note. His last words before he collapsed
were: "I
would rather be a servant in the
House of the Lord than sit in
the seat of the mighty." Then he
died.
In death we know that Alben
Barkley's wish is granted. In
life he granted the wish of all
Kentuckians that he sit in the
seat of the mighty. He did.

Test Shop at A&P All Througb MAY!

GET MORE
LOW PRICES :1 21

Sit

COt13 split
-0.1.•

You get MORE low prices on MORE items MORE days of the week!
YOU CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN "Super-Right" Quality* MEATS!
SUPER RIGHT (10 TO 16 LB. AVG.)

Smoked Hams
WHOLE or
BUTT PORT.

Lb.
Skinless Wieners
Sandwich Steaks
Beef Steaks
Ground Bee
Hams
Frying Chickens

SUPER RIGHT
ALL MEAT
(FROZEN
)
BEEF

BONNEE
BUTTERED

3

CELLO
I1
0-0Z.
PEGS

SUPER RIGHT
PORTERHOUSE OR T BONE

LB.

SUPER RIGHT
FRESH

f

LB.

SuperRIght(10 to 111) (Whole or
Butt Port LB
Cooked
lb ewe
CUT UP
TRAY PACK

53')

Shank
Port. LB

(READY
PAN ) LB.

Celery

39f
890
89$
33$
43$
39$

49°

Ocean Fish

39a

SHANK
PORTION

Lb.

FEH FROZEN
WHITING

.(2

10-LB. s
BOX
I

25$)

LBS.

*Because moot represents obey? 257. of
your food budget, It's Important to know
. . . AeP's "Super-Right" Quality 1s a reliable
standard of top most Talus.
"Super-Right" assume you that whatever
you choose at As? is Quality Right . . .
Controllod Ripht .. . Prepared Right .. Sold
Right ad Priced Right.

9C Pineapple
SULTANA SLICED

CALIFORNIA PASCAL
SWEET
AS A NUT

JI.P1130
24 'SIZE

STALK

PLASTIC 170
I
TUBE

PEAK BRAND
RED RIPE

Tomatoes
Carrots CRISP ry-sin
Sweet Yams
Sweet Cora
Pole Beans
Potatoes
Cabbage

1-LB. log
CELLO BAG I

CALITOIUNA

LB 100

PUERTO RICAN

4

YELLOW

WIS 25
°

us. 190
IA. 50

STROMLO:NI

ITV WKITS
B-SIZE CREAMERS

la

ITh 0451111

9
$

A:P
p Chunks 20-OZ.
p.,
A
COLLEGE

Tomato Juice Cocktail
Biscuit Mix
490
6
Clapps Strained Baby Feed
_ -wmors_4 cis4YL
rAnov "
ASI 490.
Apple SOIKAI
290
Grapefruit Section kap
2=550
Tomato Juice
a
-4
250
Bush Beans
CAN

WOE 29$
CAN

•

ZITTY

iMAS

As.

AIM

16-07.
CANS

GREAT NOITTIL
PINTO et NAVY

HOME GROWN

DROMEDARY (DEAL PACK)

Strawuer I39c Cake MixesY;wn3 79c
QT.

BOX

Pkgs

Food

Lemons
Oranges
Grapefruit

rut

ANN
PAGE

Strawberry Preserves
8-1b. bag 55c
Eight 0' Clock Coffee 3
8-1b. mesh bag 55c Sparkle Gelatin Desserts
Watermelons
Half 75c
Each $1.49
Pork & Beans
Apple!
2 Las. 29$ Salad Dressing
lb. 17c
Tomatoes
Fancy Quality
Pink Salmon
Vigoro
Oleomargarine
AU SIZE

J

FLORIDA
VALENCIA

MARSH
SEEDLESS

_

ANN

ALL. PURPOSE
WINESAPS

THE COMPLETE
PLANT FOOD

More than 78% of vehicles involved in fatal accidents in 1955
were traveling straight ahead.

ley kitchen so the family won't
have to worry about meals in
their sad hour of bereavement.
To us Alben Barkley was next
door kin He was our neighbor
and a "young" fellow who made
good.
appreciated,
Barkley
Alben
with deep sincerity, the many
honors bestowed upon him. He
never failed to tell of that gratitude and appreciation. In his
ability he was a great Statesman, a powerful and influential
public servant, and a sincere

I Grass Seed

(GOLDEN)

OXFORD
PARK

LB.
BACI

ICED AND SPICED

$169
I

Spanish Bar

Reg. 39#

JANE PARKER
GOLDEN. SUOARED. CINNIUMION

Donuts
Blackberry Pie 't",..7‘t.°:":1=1(
Dessert Shells
Potato Chips
Whi

Ea.

) 0'FIL:
1A 3
2r°
ja:.
i 691

pAJAANKEER

te

Bread

PEG.
It-OZ.
CAR

PAGE

SULTANA

OT.
JAB

COLDSTREAM

111-0Z.
CAN

2

A &• P S CWN
PURE
VEGETABLE

CHEESE

pe

CAN

LOAF
1-LB.

OUR FINEST
QUALITY

Cream

ALL FLAVOR.;

/

69c

FOOD

69°
La 59$

Sunnyfield Butter
Swiss Cheese
Sharp Cheddar Cheese
Mild Cheddar Cheese
I
ce

1-LB.
CTNS.

59$
79$
50
10$
350
490
39$

3 LB 730

DOMESTIC

4$C TALUS

EW
TWIN PACK

ANN
PAGE

29c ched-O-Bit

OP la 19
0

I-LB.
BAG

BAG ."

dexo Shortenunr 100
AMERICAN

CAKE

teh3i

SURE GOOD .

_50 SAG $2
99

C

LB.
JAR

- --

59c
45"

LB
LB
GAL
CTN

_

07

LOAP

c,H,E0E
Velveeta
Krafts
Krafts Mayonnaise 8.7211. 25' PPS 45'
Sweetheart Soap 3:1Z 28' 2BLAB 27' Kraft's Cheese-Whiz
Jar Cheese
Fluff° Shortening 'Al 35' 3 CAN 93 Kraft's

___

2

OLIVEPIMENTO
PIMENTO,
PINEAPPLE

LB
LOAF

C9(

8-07.
JAB

334

5.07
JAR

25'

All Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, May 3

KHIONLSE_
Pickles PARAMOUNT RWWHOLE

Joy DETERGENT

DEAL

22-0Z.
JAR

390

7W2RIE 324 Ea 55°

A/AFRICA'S FOREMOST FOtIkt RETAILER ... SINCE 1099 •
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DEATHS
CHARLES H. ROSS

-

he had-served as acting vice
president for many years.
Mr. Ross was a member
of _t:.e Woodmen of the
World and the Odd Fellow
Lodge. He was a member
of the Good Spring Cumberland
Presbyterian
Church near Dukedom, and
was active in religious and
civic affairs.
He leaves his wife, Mrs.
Ac41 Walken Ross; two
sisters, Mrs. Ben Rea of
Martin
and
Mrs. Jim
Wheeler of Dresden; and
several nieces and nephews.
Services were held at the
Old
Salem
Methodist
Church, three miles northeast of Martin, Saturday
afternoon at 2;30. The Rev.
W. F. Cooley at Newbern,
Tenn., officiated. Burial under direction of Jackson
Brothesr Funeral Home,
was in the church cemetery.

Charles H. Ross, 84,
president of the Bank of
Dukedom, died at 11 a. m.
Thursday, April 26, at the
home of his sister, Mrs.
Ben Rea, at 316 Main St.,
Martin, Tenn.
He had been in poor
health for some time and
was recently moved from
his home- in Dukedom to
the home of his sister where
death occurred. Is
Mr. Ross was born in
Weakley County, Tenn.,
near Latham January, 1872,
son of the late Wiley
C. and Ann House Ross.
He was one of the most
respected and loved citizens
of Dukedom.
Mr. Ross had been in the
banking business since 1907
Mrs. FJizabeth Patterson
and had been at the Dukedom bank since 1928. Prior
Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert
to that hewas with the City Jackson of Dukedom reState Bank of Martin.
Besides being president turned home Wednesday
night, April 25, after atof the bank, he was a diree tending the funeral services
tor and a retired clerk. Beof her sister, Mrs. Elizabeth
fore being elected president,
Patterson in Oklahoma City,
HERE IT IS!
Okla.
JUST WHAT YOU
Mrs. Patterson, who was
HAVE BEEN LOOKING FOB! 64, died Sunday, April 22,
1. A new yellow hybrid that suddenly of a heart attack.
makes high yields.
Services were held Tues2. Strong, sturdy stalks that
day afternoon at 2, at the
stand well for the picker.
3. Adequate shuck coverage to Smith and Kernke Funeral
resist pest and weather damage. Home in Oklahoma City.
4 Large ears that turn down at Burial was in Memorial
maturity. Ideal for picking. .
Cemetery there.
5. Early maturing with high Park
Mrs. Patterson was the
shell-out and soft- feeding qualdaughter of the late J. E.
ities.
You will like this better hy- and Leona McRay Poff of
brid for Kentucky and.Northern Wingo. She lived for many
Tennessee.
years in Baltimore, Md., beIt's a PFISTER — P. A. G. 401.
fore moving to Oklahoma
PLANT
City, where she had resided since 1936.

1
PFISTER
gjiYBRID5
Burnette Tractor Co.
4th St. Fulton

Phone 169

Austin & Austin
Seed Company
Cayce, Ky

Phone 2601

Water Valley
Milling Company
Water Valley, Ky.

HERMAN D. THOMPSON
Herman Dodson Thompson of
Crutchfield died Friday afternoon, April 20. at 12:20 at Jones
Hospital. after a short illness.
Mr. Thompson, 56, was a
deacon of the First Christian
Church. He was a carpenter by
trade.
He was born in Hickman
County, the son of James T.
and Mattie Howell Thompson.
Mr. Thompson leaves his wife;
a son, James Thompson of Detroit; three grandchildren; an
uncle, Tom Henry Howell of
Fulton; and several cousins.
Services were held Sunday
afternoon at the First Christian

Comfort costs is little with
FLOOR
ColviLem, FURNACES
THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING .... SEE
IT HERE
ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.

—Sold on Very Easy Terms—

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
303 Walnut Street

Telephone 185

Paint Your Walls With

OfPLITE
5
100% Latex Base
PAINT
A smooth, velvety
finish for wall.,

Church. The Rev. L. R. Still of
Columbus, Miss, assisted by
the pastor, the Rev Charles Roe,
officiated.
Honorary pallbearers were
the deacons and elders of the
church.
The active pallbearers were
Cloyce Veatch, Cleo Newberry,
Hollis Strother, Lubie Howell,
Gelan Howell and Ira Sadler.
Burial was in Greenlea Cemetery.

MRS. MARY JOHNSON
Services for Mrs. Mary
Johnson of Wingo, Route 2
were held Monday afternoon, April 30, at 2. at the
Bayou de Chien Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. Southard of Wingo officiated. Burial under
direction of Jackson Brothers Funeral Home of Dukedom, was in Camp Beauregars1 Cemetery. She was 69.
Mrs. Johnson died at
Haws Memorial Hospital at
11:25 Saturday night, after
an eight-day illness.
She was born in Kentucky
on Oct. 20, 1886.
Mrs. Johnson leaves .her
husband, James William
Johnson a retired farmer of
near Wingo: a son Leon
Johnson of Louisville; seven
grandchildren: and eleven
great-grandchildren.
She was preceded in
death by three daughters
and one son.
'EMILY FAYE HARRIS
Emily Faye Harris, the infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Lewis Harris, died at the Jones
Hospital in Fulton Friday morn jug about 24 hours after she
was born. Funeral services were
conducted at Walnut Grove
Wednesday afternoon by Rev
Louis Elliott, pastor of the Mccorutell Baptist Church, with
burial in the church cemetery,
with W. W. Jones fs Sons Funeral Home, directing.
Surviving are her parents and
one sister, Sandra Ann Harris,
and her grandparents. Mr and
Mrs. Guy Harris of McConnell.
and Mr. and Mrs William Coleman of Fulton.

Don't worry!

an ELECTRIC

Coleman

SAFE!

Super Performance

WILLIAM J. MeRINNEY

MRS. LOUIS S. VERHINE

Services for John D. Lowery
of Cayce were held Tuesday
afternoon, Aprii 24, at 2, at the
Whitnel Funerii Home Chapel.
The Rev. Henry Weber, pastor
of the Cayce Methodist Church.
officiated. Burial was in the
Cayce Cemetery. He was 59.
Mr. Lowery died Saturday in
Kennedy Veterans Hospital in
Memphis, after being in ill
health for some time
He was born on Oct. 7, 1898 in
Paris, Tenn., the son of John M.
and Sarah G. Nelson Lowery.
Mr. Lowery was a veteran of
World War I.
Mr. Lowery's wife preceeded
him in death.
He leaves he, mother, Mrs

Mrs. Louis Shupe Verhine,
wife of John T Verhine of West
State Line Road, Fulton, Route
1, died Friday afternoon, April
27, at 3, at Jones Hospital after
a lengthy illness.
Mrs. Verhine was born Sept.
25, 1908, in Obion County, Tenn,
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In 4 to 6 loofas
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haven't ems when it
floor-furnace am do int=
ese the new Oolemesa
PlIERFORMANCIElNew power;
new inel-eaving featuren AM
— an amazingly low prism
Visit us today

/
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Up To 3 Years To Pay, Terms
As Easy As $1.23 Per Week

GRAHAti
FURNITURE CO
Walnut

St
Phone 18
Fulton, Ky.

Serving you in

New York
400 Comfortable Rooms.
Restaurant and Bar.
Parking Accommodations
Available.

No vent-no flue
no flame-no fuel!
water electrically, and enjoy the secure
Heat
feeling of knowing its completely safe Little
funmakers around your house will never be in
danger if they're near it. There's no vent or flue.
no flame or fuel. So why worry . buy an electric
water heater of the right size for your family
from your dealer. It's safe,-it's clean, it's automatic'

Full Hotel Services.

'250

Wash it thus and again! You
can't mar tiler matchless
beauty of this de hiss Lefts
wall paint,
Gorgeous ooloi. $C89
Ready to use. Easy j
.
o i.
to apply.One gallon
does the aaaaa go it=
room as only...
sale S•14

woks.

/

no scag.
Z.

from

—Super Washable
—Easy to apply
—Dries quickly

Church Street

BURROW,CANNON
& BURROW

William Jarrett McKinney, 78,
prominent Obion County resident and retired farmer of FulJOHN W. RUSSELL
ton, Route 3, died at Jones HosServices for John William pital here Thursday afternoon,
Russell, a native of Graves April 26, following a six-weeks
County, were held Wednesday illness.
afternoon, April 25, at 2, at the
Funeral services were held at
Mt Pleasant Church of Christ., the Johnson
Grove
Baptist
Bro. Robert Ushry officiated. Church Saturday afternoon at
Burial, under direction of Jack- 2:30. The Rev John D Laida,
son Brothers Funeral Home of pastor of the First Baptist
Dukedom, was in the church_ Church of Fulton. officiated.
cemetery. He was 86
Burial, under direction of BowMr. Russell
died
Monday lin-Rigss of Dresden, was in
afternoon at 2, at the Fulton Greenlee Cemetery.
Hospital, after a long illness. He
Mr. McKinney leaves his wife,
was a retired farmer and had Mrs. Anna Bell Netherland Mcspent his entire life in Graves Kinney; four sons. Herschel Lee,
County. Mr. Russell was a mem- John Dee, Taylor Morris and
ber of the Mt. Pleasant Church Raymond Tyrus McKinney, all
of Christ.
of Fulton or near Fulton; a
He leaves three son. Milton daughter, Mrs. Dyer Counce of
and Millard Russell. of Akron, South Fulton; two brothers,
Ohio, and Melvin Russell of Robert L. McKinney of Fulton
Detroit; four daughters, Mrs. and Thomas D. McKinney of
Jessie Butler of Water Valley, Memphis; a sister, Mrs. Ella
Route 2, Mrs. Lillie Johnson of Brashears of Fulton. Route 2,
Alton, Ill., Mrs. Minnie Canter five grandchildren, and several
of Lynnville, Route 1, and Mrs. nieces and nephews.
Opal Yates of Fulton, Route 3;
Pallbearers were Leland Ada brother, Henry Russell of ams. Leon Bolton. Howard ArWingo. Route 2. and a sister, nold, Albert Johnson, Cornel
Mrs Lisa Coleman or Wingo.
Stephens and Roy Bowden

ceilings and woodwork.

207

•
Sarah Hopper of Cayce; a son, the daughter of H. E. and Ber- the guest of Joyce Taylor Thurs- UK Math Department
tie Smith Shupe of Fulton. She day night. Norma. Joyce and
John Lowery, Jr., of Islip, L
New York; a hall-sister, Miss was a member of the First Bap- and Margaret Crawford went Chosen For Project
Alice Hopper of Cayce; a bro- tist Church.
skating.
The University of Kentucky's
ther, William Lee Lowery of
Funeral services were held
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Crawford
Department of Mathematics and
Evansville, Ind.; and several Sunday afternoon, April 28 at and family
relatives
visited
Astronomy hat been awarded a
nieces and nephews.
4, at the First Baptist Church. here over the week-end.
Mr. Bennett was married to The Rev. John D. Laida, pastor,
Mrs. Oliver Taylor visited grant of 812,000 by the Fund
Miss Olga Bomar, daughter of officiated. Burial, under -direc- Miss Allie Rowland Thursday. for the Advancemenfof EducaDr. and Mrs. W. E. Bomar, of tion of Whitnel Funeral Home,
Mr. and Mrs. W. L Matthews tion, New York City, for the
Water Valley on July 26, 1894, was in Palestine Cemetery.
and Larry attended pfeaching expansion of an experimental
in ceremony in Water Valley
Besides her husband, her par- services at Christ Methodist project. Under the grant, the
Methodist Church. Mrs. Bennett ents and daughter, Mrs. Beard, Church Sunday morning and UK Department of Mathematics
preceded him in death Decem- Mrs. Verhine leaves another went to Mt. Oliver in the after- and Astronomy will continue its
ber 3, 1942.
daughter, Mrs. Janet Robbins of noon to their homecoming serv- recent experiments with classes
He is survived by four chil- Oakdale, Tenn.; two sisters, ice.
of 100 up to 150 students each
Water Valley, Mrs. Eula Boaz of Mrs. Fred Oldenberg of Detroit ,Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Rudy under the direction of experiMemphis, Tenn. B. Paul Bennett and Mrs. Allen Shelton of and Ken visited their parents, enced faculty members.
of Fulton, and Mrs. Annabelle Champaign, Ill.; a brother, H. Mr. and Mrs Rudy of Fulton
Wood of Fulton, his grandchil- W. Shupe of Memphis; two and Mr and Mrs. McGuire of
dren, Martha Clark, Ruth Boas., grandchildren, Gill Beard and Dukedom over the week -end
The friends of Earl Coltharp
Ben Boaz, Nancy and Judy Kim Robbins; several nieces
Wood.
and nephews; an uncle, Alvin will be sorry to hear of his suddeath Sunday
morning
Burial was in the Water Val- Shupe of Fulton; and aunt, Mrs. den
while visiting his hrother-inley Cemetery, which he deve- Grace Griffin of Fulton.
loped in the early days of Water
[Insurance and Real Estate
The pallbearers were James law in Memphis.
Valley's history.
Brown, Clarence Caldwell, Hoyt
Long term Farm Loans at
ATOMIC FVEL PLANTS
Funeral services were held Griffin, Herman Wall, Frank
Low Rats of Intertsst
assoco-operative
power
'at the Water Valley Methodist Stroud and J. C. Olive.
Two
ciations are planning to generate
Church at 2 Friday afternoon.
The Rev. L. B. Council of Marelectricity from plants using
Charka W. Burrow
tin officiated. Whitnel Fun- • DUKEDOM RT. 2
atomic fuel This report comes
and
eral Home of Fulton was in
Joyce Taylor • from the RF.A. The two plants
charge of arrangements.
are at Elk River, Minn and Big
CAtirke T. Can/10/1
Masonic rites were held at
Rapids, Wis.
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs.
the graveside.
•
Charlie Roes in the loss of her
passed
away
who
husband
BEN P. BE.NNETT
Thursday after*a long illness.
Ben P. Bennett, for many
Mrs. Cooley of Fulton called
years a leading citizen and one on Mrs. 0. F. Taylor Saturday
of the pioneers in the Water p. m a while.
°N.
Valley community, died at his
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crithome Thursday morning, April tenden, Susan and Nan Lou vis19, at 720. He was 94 years ited his parents. Mr and Mrs
old, born March 6, 1862 of Willie Crittenden Sunday
a family , of 10 children, of
Bro. and Mrs. Tom Smithmier
which he was the last. He was a and children of Mayfield and
brother of the late Mrs. Irvin Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kendall of
Stokes, Sam Bennett, Joe Ben- Fulton were the Saturday night
nett, Guy Bennett and Boyd supper guests of Mr and Mrs
Bennett, all of Fulton.
Bill Matthews and Larry
At an early age he united with
Mr. and Mrs Carl Hainline
the Methodist Church and was and Gary -visited Mr. and Mrs
a life long and faithful member. Tremon Rickman and Mrs. McHe served as superintendent of Natt recently.
the Water Valley Methodist
Norma Rohrer of Dublin was
church and was a steward for
over 40 years, until he was
stricken with a stroke at his
store in '927 For the past 13
years he has been an invalid confined to his home.
He was a member of the
dren. Mrs. Sarah Haskell of
Water
Valley Masonic lodge,
and active in all Masonic work
through out his entire life.

without bath

$A

with bath

tratford
117 W.70th Sts—just East of Broadway

Be moder;77.....",
heat water
electrically

WIRE FOR MODERN LIVING
If your home lacks 240-volt wiring for this and other major
appliances, your dealer can advise you on plans for its Installation Our office will be glad
to offer recommendations on
any wiring changes or additions
you desire
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SOIL CONSERVATION NOTES
By Charles Meunier
U. S. Soil Conservation Service

•
Strawberry Growers
Warried To Abide
By Federal Laws
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• CAYCE NEWS
Chirice Banderast •

SEEKS

WILSCILINKIDGE
CLOSING
Cayce High School, repreMr and Mrs. Howard Sloan
A petition to close Camp
senting Milton County in the
and daughter, Cynthia, of MusMindful of the fact that the
District Land Judging contest strawberry season in Kentucky
kegeon, Mich., spent the week Breckmridge and return thouheld in Mayfield, places third is approaching, Wm. M. Eaves,
with Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson sands of acres of useful farm
among nine counties competing. Regional Director of the U. S.
lands to useful purposes in
and Mrs. Ada Sloan.
Cayce won the right to repre- Department of Labor's Wage
Mr John Lowery passed away Union County was sought this
Senator Earle Clesent the county by edging out and Hour Public Contracts Diat the Kennedy Hospital in week by
Western High School 288 to 253 visions, pointed out that the
Memphis, Tenn. Burial was in
in a county contest.
child-labor provisions of the
Cayce Cemetery. He made his man and Miss Myrtle Burnette.
WIlls JIM PRYOR
Fair Labor Standards Act—the
Miss Mary Ann Simpson, who
home here with his mother, Mrs
Dan
Mr.
see
ClarWeatherspoon,
son
to
glad
of
Cooed
We're
eapriailerel Afeas. Owls
Homer Weatherspoon, Rt. 4, Federal Wage and Hour Law— ence Oliver is feeling much Hopper. We extend sympathy. is in school in Murray, visited
take special note of toe need to
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Harri- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A
declared
Land
We have been discussing ways Fulton, was
better and able to be about.
Judging Champion of Fulton protect children in agriculture
son of Detroit, Mich. visited Mr. Simpson, Sunday.
decrease
man
and
when
warm
tell
costs
can
You
cut
to
A large crowd was present at
County. Dan made the highest where employment for inter- weather is near because our and Mrs. Ray Jackson Tuesday
hours in the dairy barn and on
the Baccalaureate service Sunscore of any boy in the county state commerce comes into comafternoon.
man
In
hours
bobs.
short
farm
wearing
dairy
began
girls
the
petition with school.
contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Burney Oliver day night at the school auditorThose to lead the way are Virwe have always said it takes 150
was happy to
"Rural children deserve the
This
contest,
sponsored
by
the
dairy
on
McClanahan,
the
cow
Joan
of Louisville, Ky. visited Mr. ium. Everyone
Forrest,
hours per
right to attend school as much ginia
hear and see Rev. L. E. Shaffer,
farm. We have now reduced this Fulton County Soil Conservation as city children," Eaves said, Janie Sue Vowell, Zearle 'Robey, and Mrs. Arthur Allen Satur- a former pastor of she Cayce
figure to approximately 75 The District, is designed to teach the "and work in picking straw- Marion Lee Oliver, Joyce Fort- day and Mrs. Ida Sloan.
everyone loves.
Mr and Mrs Jimmy Donlon Church, whom
w ay we have arrived at this fig- physical features of the soil, it's berries or harvesting other agri- ner and Martha Jane McKnight.
happy to see Mrs.
capability and determine the
and Eddie Jean and Mrs. Pearl We were also
Davis
Nell
Clara
to
Aloha
ure is through the elevated milkcultural crops this season should
visited Shaffer and Lonelle.
ing sy.tein, the self feeding best use of the soils judged.
who transferred to West Palm Fisher of Memphis, Tenn.
All of the senior boys at not cheat them out of it.
and
Simpson
A.
Mrs.
say
and
Mr.
should
I
and
siii
week.
trench
"The Fair Labor Standards Beach, Fla. this
Mrs. Ida Sloan Saturday.
concrete trench silo and the next Western and nine junior and Act makes it illegal to employ
enjoying
is
McClanahan
Joan
senior boys of Cayce took part
of Clinton .
Mrs. Gadberry
shopping
Item on the reducing list is the in the
training. _DO of these children under 18 years of age her vacation this week
spent Friday night with Mr. and
-pale- type barn. This will be the
Pain
visiting
and
Memphis
in
schools held • an elimination in agricultural work during the
Mrs. Bill Gadberry.
order of business for this week.
contest and selected the three hours the school for the district ducah.
Mrs. Arthur Allen spent Frinew
a
planning
are
U you
Also enjoying their vacations day with her daughter, Mrs. E.
highest scoring boys to represent where the children are curyear
if
or
coming
the
...barn for
their school in the County con- rently living is in session," Mr. this week are Virginia Potts and W. Bethel in Fulton.
you have a barn in your plans test.
Eaves explained. "This provi- Lucille Burton.
Guy Johnson is in Tampa, Fla.
another
for the future, don't let
for the contest was sion does not apply, however, to
McClanahan is con- for a few days on business. He
Training
Ann
Vicki
'sun set until you see a pole furnished by technicians of the the farmer's children working valescing at home with the will also visit his son, Jerry,
barn. in action
U. S. Soil Conservation Service on their parent's farm or to measles. We hope it won't be who lives in Panama City, Fla.
First they are more easily and the boys' vocational Agri- children working for a farmer long till she'll be up playing and
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
selling to dealers who market having a big time once again, Daisie Bondurant and Clarice
constructed. Just anyone with a culture teachers.
exclusively within _ the same soon.
strong hammering arm can build
were Mr. and Mrs. Cecil BurnState.
one. Next in relation to this easy
We express our sincere sym- ette, Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm In"The penalty for child-labor pathy to the family of Mr. W.
eosistruction is this matter of UK Engineers
violation of the Fair • Labor J. McKinney who died Thurstime consuming sawing. Most Win New Grant
Standards Act is severe. Any day evening.
all the lumber in standard size
The University of Kentucky's person who wilfully violates the
barns is standard length. This
Mrs. Al Fartherr is still at
as a feature you will be looking Department of Electrical En- child-labor provisions of the her home in Memphis. We send
for in economy The pole barn gineering has been awarded a Act, shall, upon conviction, be her cheery get well wishes
FUNERAL HOME
is more durable and the most grant by the National Science subject to a fine of not more
Mrs. Ruby Taylor visited our
Incorporated
second
or
a
after
convenient of any barn plan Foundation for research on than $10,000,
office last week. Mrs. Taylor
The poles are standard size dipolar liquids. Work on the conviction for a similar offense, was formerly an employee in
poles and you can get any project through this grant will a fine of not more that $10,000 our office.
length you want according to continue for one year under the or imprisonment of not more
Mrs. Don Samons and Lynn
the size barn you plan to have. direction of Dr. H. A Romano- than six months, or both," he of Memphis and Miss Carolyn
Roberts of Murray visited with
Now then let me quote some cost wits, head of the Department of said.
Mr. Eaves cautioned that the Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Roberts this
pole barns. Mr. Electrical Engineering.
figures on
Three Resident Llseeelell
child-labor provision of the Fair week-end.
George Knight of Mayfield, Ky.,
Sanbalasen
Labor Standards Act applies to
Rt 3. built his 40' by 80' pole UK Engineering Unit
See you next week,
a farmer whether he himself
t% pe barn for the low cost of
Carma Jackson
ships the goods directly out of
$1.000 00 I have talked with Wilts Atomic Contract
•
the State, or whether he de;erg' and he said, "I like
The University of Kentucky's livers them to a warehouse or
:hese plans better than any I
and Met- wholesale dealer that does the
Mining
of
Department
seen, because of their
have
Engineering has re- actual shipping. Further, he
economy and simplicity." Mr. allurgical
120,000 grant from the said that growers of vegetables,
a
ceived
Rt
Wingo,
Harmon Rickman of
Atomic Energy Commission for fruit, and other crops that are
2 has a cost figure of $1,150 00
on Zirconium base al- delivered to canning, processing
research
on his 52' by 60' pole type barn.
air exposure on high or refining establishments withfor
loys
Mr Rickman says, "This type
This new grant in the State, have the same obbarn sure makes the job of temperature
SIR1,978 the total value ligations under this law not to
,toring hay a lot easier than the brings to
which have been in hire children under 16 during
(.1(1 type barns with the loft, and of contracts
that department school hours, as have those
the feeding out is • lot more existence in
year
farmers whose products move
ronvenient." I could fill this during the past
directly out of the State, if the
newspaper with termer' who
have pole barns and like them Now here is one for economy: re.t. tilt mg canned, proceeded or
Mr. T. D Waldrop of Mayfield, refined goods move in interstate
K v . built his pole type barn commerce
Those farmers who may be in
AND an elevated milking system in a shed on the 32' 60' barn doubt about the application of
for the low low cost of $648.79. the law to their operations
The milking system is not inside should make inquiry at the of5
the ham. but is in addition to fice of the U. S. Department of
the barn in the shed I mention- Labor's Wage and Hour Division
ed The cost includes cement, at 830 West Broadway, Louislabor and lumber as well as ville. Kentucky.
ahead 'with
other barn costs So you see
MOIL
Sie money
Week-end crashes accounted
this is a low cost item for the
NO-NOX
dairy farm or any type livestock for 15,730 killed and 764,090
clean-burning
Law dew% payssmitt
engines clean . . •
fine
a
NOX keeps
hurt during 1955
and it makes
"Shrinking
farm
and nary Tarr
Clesn-burrung Gulf NOcause
that
too
farm machinery shelter,
-compression
the deposits
against
high
protects
sensitive,
Next week we will get on passafe
"NEXT LOON"
Horsepower" in today's
you keep full,
ham
tures and feeding the dairy
NO-NOX helps
117 Naas
result:
tt'k
miles
The
e_stro
engines.
of
thousands
COW
for
engine power. . .

ments. It was pointed out at a
special hearing that the Camp
has been used only infrequently
Kenguckysent to Fort Jackson,
time duty training in infantry
since World War 11.

BURROW,CANNON
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Insurance and Real Estate
For Best Service in Fire
and Automobile Insurance
SEE

Charley Stephenson
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* PROOF:See how the left-hand plate is blackeis-tl by the"dirty-burning tail-end"of gasoline ... while NO-NOX leaves the plate on the
right clean.'That's because Gulf refines out
the "dirty-burning_tail-end" of gasoline, in
making New NO-NOX.
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— We Deliver —

— Phone 900 —
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Bull 1-IN
CARRYING HANDIES

NO MONEY DOWN!
24 MONTHS TO PAY!

ROPER TV SERVICE
306 Main St., Phone 307

Gulf No-Nox

Clean-burning... plus :

.
/
e
Highest Octane you can buy\ill

H. D. STANFIELD
PAGE STREET

DISTRIBUTOR

HILTON, KENTUCKY
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NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
and Buy your office supplies
and equipment. Harvey Caldwell Co, Driverdn Office Outfitters, New Location, corner
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
Streets.
Plain
&
while you wait. Forrester's. Walnut
Phone 6'74.
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED: We still need 375 WEI 1-S DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipacres of popcorn in this counment, experienced workrneo.
ty. We now offer a firm conWrite or call Watson Co..
tract at'$3.00 per hundred, ear
Phone 261. Fulton, Ky.
weight. We want to get this
acreage this week If interested OUR OFFICE 18 NOW OM:
Joe C. Powell, agricultural
in growing popcorn under
lime. Lee Street in South Fulcontract call or see Kentucky
ton.• phone 322. (Union City,
Popcorn Company. Murray,
phone 296.)
Ky., Phone 840.

MAY 20 IS Decoration Day at HOUSE TRAILERS, Also camp- BUY AND SELL through United
_
ing and fishing trailers. Terms
Cemetery. Please
Fairview
Farm Agency. Get advertised
trailers.
U-Haul-It
desired.
If
pay cemetery upkeep dues at
thru magazines, newspapers
TELEVISION
Modern Tourist Court, Union
City Clerk's office.
and farm journals. Agent,
City, Phone 868.
Hickory,
Robert Hampton., at
SETS
WE DO CUSTOM Bar-B-Q RENT A NEW TYPEWRITSR
Ky., Route One, on U. S. 45,
work. Star Cafe, East State
or Adding Machine. Rental
or call Folsomdale 8R3. Have I now represent King TeleLine, Phone 9137.
applies -on purchase. Harvey
70 farms for sale at present vision Service of Union City.
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
time around Mayfield, Ky.
PORCH SWINGS made of dur&
Walnut
Corner
We have on hand several
Outfitters,
able oak, only $9.95. Exchange
Solid color wall- good used.
BARGAIN!
674.
Plain Streets. Phone
Furniture Company, Church
paper, regular 60c patterns,
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maStreet, Fulbon, Ky.
closeout at 40c: Exchange
polishfloor
electric
• 17 and 21-INCH
and
chine
Furniture Company, Church
cleanvacuum
electric
er and
FOR SALE: Used Walnut dining
Ky.
Street; Fulton,
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
TELEVISION SETS
room suite. Phone 1032, FulUNEXPECTED CHANGE makes
Phone 35, Church Street
ton, Ky.
available good Rawleigh business in Fulton County. Splendid business secured in this
"HAPPY" ADAMS
district for _30 years. Exceptional opportunity for right Phone Union City 1628
man. I'll furnish list of customers and help you get
started. See W. B. Eaves,
Highland St. R. R. No 4. FulRawleigh's,
write
ton, or
Dept. KYE-1071-201; Freeport, ni.
• Land Surveying
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models. $129.95 • Civil Engineering
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
• Lob. Subdivisions

TIME FOR SPRING
CHANGE OVER

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

Get up all your worn summer shoes !
We will REJUVENATE THEM

WHY PAY MORE?
for a fraction of the cost of new pairs

Wick Smith Agency

456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or NOW—

VISIT CAGLE'S
BAIT SHOP

PAUL E. POTTER'S
FOOT-s°-PORT SHOE STORE
Union City. Tenn.

South First St.

Hickman, Ky.
Friday Cagle

Hi'way 94
Phone 2208

Shoe Shop and

Complete line of Bait and
Equipment

Open 7 days a week
24 hour service

FARM LOANS
Long Terms--

shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidders will be
required to furnish and pay for
and
performance
satisfactory
payment bond as provided for

in the spostnostioss.

--Easy Payments

ATKINS, HOLMAN
AND FIELDS

The Board of Education, Fulton City Schools, Fulton, Kentucky, reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to waive
any informalities in the bidding.

No bid shall be withdrawn for
a period of forty-five (5) days
subsequent to the opening of
bids without consent of the
Board of Education, Fulton City
Schools, Fulton,Kentucky.
The Board of Education
Fulton City Schools
Fulton, Kentucky
By Frank Beadles,
Chairman
Date: 30 April 1958

—Insurance—

z.08 Main St.

Phone II

110VITATION FOR REDS
The Board of Education, Fulton City Schools, Fulton, Kentucky, will receive bids for the
rewiring of Fulton High School,
Fulton, Kentucky, until 2:00
p. m. (C. S. T.) on Wednesday
the 16th day of May 1958, at the
office of the Board of Education,
Fulton City Schools, Fulton,
Kentucky, at .,which time and
place all bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
Proposed Dorms of contract
documents, including plans and
specifications, are on file at the
office of the Board of Education,
Fulton City Schools, Fulton,
Kentucky. and at the office of
Lee Potter Smith and Associates, Architects, 221 Broadway,
- 11,1'SSILL E TRAVIS
Paducah, Kentucky, and may be
obtained at the office of the
417 Eddbags St.
Architects on and after Monday.
30 April 1956. Copies of the docTelephone 437
uments will also be on file at
the following locations for examination by interested parties:
F. W. Dodge Corporation
Plan Rooms in the cities of
PIANOS
Louisville. Kentucky; Memphis, Tennessee; Nashville,
Used practice pianos from Tennessee, Associated General Centractors, Paducah,
$50 up.' Each piano in reconditioned and guaranteed. Kentucky.
of the documents may
NEW PIANOS $299.95 beCopies
obtained only at the office of
the architect by depositing $25.00
Call or visit
with the architect for each set
of documents so obtained. $25.00
TIMM'S FURNITURE will be refunded to each person
who returns the plans, specifiCOMPANY
cations and other documents in
good condition to the architect
Union City, Tenn.
within two (2) weeks after bid
opening.
A satisfactory bid bond exePOWELL and RUDY Shoe Recuted by the bidders and acceptpair offers you prompt, accu- able sureties in an amount equal
rate service at moderate cost. to five (5) percent of the bid
204 Church Street, Fulton.
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UNICO ROTARY MOWER
With FREE Leaf Mulcher
ra

• Cuts Weeds, Gress
• Pulverizes Leaves
• Trims Close to Hedges

$70(4

20-1NCH ROTARY

Pre-Summer

SALE

WINCH SELF-PROPELLED ROTARY $1691"
16-INCH REEL TYPE HAND MOWER —
2 - hp 4-cycle motor
1
2/

FAST

TERMS

$79.95

SERVKE

3-PIECE

17'z Cu. Ft. Ben Hur

2-TON

ALL-METAL

HOME FREEZER

COOLERATOR

EASY

GLIDER SET
$24.95

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

to

YOUR

SOUTHERN STATES (00PE:.11\.E SEP1, ICE

-111•S..
sr men II !III'

do your shopping
in your own kitchen
with a...

$2755

111111‘1,11'::-.?
tordll
••s,

FOOD
FREEZER

OFF

YOU CAN
TRADE WITH
WADE AND SAVE!

DEALER

HOOVER
(cleaning tools uldutfoci)_

Bit
Lawr
had
To I r(
Chan(
the
ingest
I vr r
ni in
Sa

shop less often ...
enjoy your favorite foods all year round
... buy when prices are lowest

• Exclusive double-stretch
hose cleans twice the area
of any other make cleaner.
• Full horsepower motor
gi‘es you Powerful sw tion.

Regular Price 897.50
VO IT'

J I .ST

6995

c

Sliding Storage Baskets simplify storage
by keeping food neatly arranged. Easy to

raised, leaving both hands free for loadmg or removing.

remove.

Fast-Freeze Comportment is extra cold
for quick ficezing. Refrigerated on all a
sides and 1,,,t tom.

Vertical Wire Separators divide cabinet
into sections for ordoi I arr:,oa-ment of
packages.
Cake and Pie Rack q.,tes pastry safely,
conveniently. One shelf for pies, another

WADE
FURNITURE CO.
"TRADE with WADE and SAVE"
"Trade With Wade and

112 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 103

Save"!
Lake Street

sea
ed
prot
and

pai
Harr
nor's
the
t he
pubh
pi og
If
wron
a boil
Stahl

$298.50

BUYING

Ws
Is a
I
tuc

spa
the

a

CARLOAD

•

say
Cl
jus
as
lay
for
seat

Is
fie

Air-Conditioner

VOLUME

he
of
/4o

Ni Oesdral Ave.

South Failea

-

1$298.50

he
fe

COMPLETE LINE OF QUALITY GARDEN
TOOLS and bulk garden good

On a NEW

11" LAWN MOWER
2% HORSE POWER

Cl
II
Se
lit

2 - bp 4-cycle motor
1
/
2

OS.

gifiNoll

Pl
de

Fulton

enjoy a 1956 Hotpoint
F.eezer

for pie or cake.
Counterbalanced Lid

Sia

V1hCrl

BENNETT ELECTRIC & FURNITURE CO.
WALNUT ST.

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 201
411.
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